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ABSTRACT 

Due to the increase of the market demand, Senseair needs to increase the throughput from 4,000 

to 10,000 and to 100,000 in the future. The market is expanding greatly, which requires 

production line to be improved at a faster pace. To seize the opportunity, effective improvements 

need to be implemented. But the complexity of the production line makes it particularly difficult 

to predict the performance of the production line. Hence, computer simulation tool, Plant 

Simulation, is utilized to simulate the performance of the production line.  

Based on the collected data from the actual production system, a digital twin is built in Plant 

Simulation. Various experiments are conducted to examine how to increase the throughput in an 

effective and efficient manner. The result shows the possibilities to reach 10,000 throughput goal 

but the extreme difficulties to reach 100,000 throughput goal. Consequently, an automated 

assembly production line is designed based on the manual assembly production line. After tests, 

the automated production line is proved to be able to meet the higher demand. Improvement 

suggestions are provided to Senseair for both the current manual assembly production line and 

the new automated assembly production line.  



 

     SAMMANFATTNING 
        

På grund av den ökande efterfrågan på marknaden måste Senseair öka kapaciteten, först från 4 000 

till 10 000 och därefter upp till 100 000. Marknaden expanderar kraftigt, vilket kräver att 

produktionslinan förbättras i snabbare takt. För att ta till vara möjligheten måste effektiva 

förbättringar genomföras. Komplexiteten i produktionslinan gör det dock särskilt svårt att förutsäga 

produktionslinans prestanda. Datorsimuleringsverktyget, Plant Simulation, används därför för att 

simulera produktionslinans prestanda. 

Baserat på insamlade data från det faktiska produktionssystemet byggdes en digital tvilling i Plant 

Simulation. Olika experiment genomfördes för att undersöka hur man kan öka genomströmningen på 

ett optimalt och effektivt sätt. Resultaten visar att det är möjligt att nå genomströmningsmålet på 

10000 men att det är extremt svårt att nå genomströmningsmålet på 100 000. En automatiserad 

produktionslina baserad på den manuella monteringsproduktionslinan konstrueras därför. Efter 

tester har den automatiserade produktionslinan visat sig kunna möta den högre efterfrågan. Förslag 

på förbättringar presenteras för Senseair för både den aktuella manuella produktionslinan och den 

nya automatiska produktionslinan. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Abbreviations 

AGV Automated Guided Vehicle 

CAD Computer Aided Design 

CAE Computer Aided Engineering 

CB Component Block 

DES Discrete Event Simulation 

MM Main Mirror 

MTTF Mean Time To Fail 

MTTR Mean Time To Repair 

MU Mobil Unit 

OOP Object-Oriented Programming 

PCB Printed Circuit Board 

PLM Product Lifecycle Management 

SD Standard Deviation  

UV Ultra Violet 

WIP Work In Process 

WP Working Place 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Senseair AB 

This master thesis is a collaboration between Senseair AB and Department of Production 

Engineering, KTH Royal Institute of Technology.  

Senseair AB is a Sweden based company founded 1989 by Hans Martin at Delsbo, Sweden. 

Senseair produces and supplies global leading air and gas sensing products. Senseair’s specialties 

are infra-red gas sensor technology, non-dispersive infra-red (NDIR) technology, indoor 

ventilation control technology, and alcohol sensor technology. Senseair has various product 

portfolio in the field of air and gas sensor, such as carbon monoxide sensor, carbon dioxide 

sensor, relative humidity sensor, temperature sensor, and alcohol sensor.  

This master thesis concerns with the alcohol sensor assembly production line at Senseair. 

Currently, Senseair produces G3 generation alcohol sensor by a manual assembly production 

line. The manual production line has relatively low production throughput, about 4000 per year. 

As the market expanding, the current production capacity could not meet the market demand. As 

a matter of fact, Senseair is expecting to reach 10,000 throughput by 2019 and 100,000 

throughput by 2021. At the same time, Senseair is continuously refining the alcohol sensor. The 

G4 generation sensor will be the major product in the future.  

After analysis, it’s concluded that the manual production line not sufficient and a new automated 

assembly production line is crucial to the future development. Thus, the thesis is divided into two 

parts. The first part is dealing with the manual assembly production line to reach 10,000 

throughput. And the second part is to about an automated assembly production line that could 

reach 100,000 throughput.  

1.2 Problem statement and delimitations 

The purpose of the thesis is to find feasible methods that could increase the production capacity to 

the anticipated throughput. Sensrair AB, there is a gap between the market demand and the 

production capacity at Senseair. To increase the throughput from 4000 to 10,000 requires major 

improvements. By traditional methods, improving is a progressive process, which requires time. 

However, constantly shortened product life cycle and intense competition demand manufacturers 

to implement changes rapidly (Kikolski, 2016). Because of the complexity of the manual 

production line, it’s hard to predict the consequences of major changes without computer 

simulation. Consequently, computer simulation tool (Tecnomatix Plant Simulation) is utilized. 

The first part of the thesis concerns about the manual assembly production line. The product is G3 

generation alcohol sensor. The aim is to increase the throughput to 10,000 with minimum 

investment and as fast as possible. Based on the simulation results, improvement direction should 

be analyzed. Improvement suggestion will be provided. 

The second part of the thesis is about an automated assembly production line. The product is G4 

generation alcohol sensor. The aim is to design an automated production line which is capable for 

100,000 annual throughput. The second part includes reasonable assumptions about the automated 

production line as well. By computer simulation, performance of the designed automated 

production line is simulated and analyzed. The requirements to reach 100,000 annual throughput 

will be analyzed. Suggestions of a new automated production line will be provided. 
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Last but not least, in order to verify that investing in a new automated production line aligns with 

the interest of Senseair, the manual production line is compared with the automated. It’s is essential 

to verify if construction of a new production line is requisite and economic.  

1.3 Simulation methodology 

Simulation of the manual and automated assembly production line follows a simulation 

methodology illustrated in Figure 1. It’s developed by Anders Skoogh (Skoogh & Johansson, 

2008). It’s divided into three major phases: preparation, model building, and analysis. Preparation 

includes problem formulation, conceptual modelling and data collection. Modelling includes 

coding, verification, and validation. The last phase is analysis including experiment, analysis, and 

improvement.  

 

Figure 1 Simulation methodology 

1.3.1 Preparation  

In the preparation phase, data collection and conceptual model building determines the reliability 

and credibility of the model. All the data that have major effect on the simulation result must be 

collected or reasonably assumed. In the thesis, collected data includes:  

• Factory layout 

• Operation sequence (production flow) 

• Process time (operation time for each process) 

• Working shifts and working time 

• Buffer capacity  

• Disturbances (failure, MRRT etc…) 

• Scrap rates and rework rates 

• Batch size for some specific processes 
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• Worker efficiency 

Conceptual model, in this case, is considered as precedence diagram (Prenting & Battaglin, 1964) 

which depicts logical relations of production processes. Besides precedence diagram or precedence 

graph, there are various conceptual models that are suitable for assembly planning. Liaison graph 

emphasizes on the relationships among the components (Bourjault, 1984). AND/OR graph is a 

compact representation developed to find all possible assembly plans (De Mello & Sanderson, 

1990). Rekiek summarized different types precedence diagrams targeting different aspects (Rekiek, 

Dolgui, Delchambre, & Bratcu, 2002). The reason why precedence diagram is selected as 

conceptual model is its simplicity for readers to understand complex production processes. It also 

serves as the blueprint for model builders to understand the system and grasp the big picture.  

1.3.2 Modelling  

Preparation phase is followed by modelling phase, which results in a verified and validate model. 

Modelling & coding translates data into system parameters. It is based on the conceptual model 

and collected input data. In this case, modelling object is a digital twin of assembly production 

line. All the modelling details and codes are explained further in Chapter 4 Implementation.  

The purpose of verification is to guarantee the model corresponds to the conceptual model and 

designed logics. Check if the transformation of the collected data from the real world into the 

model is done accurately and correctly. The validation is to check if the model behaves 

consistent with the studying objectives. In other words, verification ensures the model is built 

correctly while validation ensures the correct model is built.  

The methods of verification include but not limited to cross-checking the model and code, 

observing the model animation, running model by Single Step Simulation, adding breakpoint, 

and observe primal statistical performance of the model. The computer simulation tool 

(Tecnomatix Plant Simulation, hereinafter referred to as Plant Simulation) provides Mus 

Animation and Icon Animation to intuitively monitor the model performance in real-time. Single 

Step Simulation is a function in Plant Simulation to jump to the next event. It enables users to 

simulate step by step. After a breakpoint is added in code, the simulation will automatically stop 

when it about to reach the breakpoint. It’s especially practical when complex code generates 

unexpected results.  Plant Simulation provides several methods to observe key statistical 

performance of the model, such as Show Attributes and Methods and Statistics. Fluctuating 

parameters can be recorded in a table and export to Excel for further analysis. (Altiok & 

Melamed, 2007) 

The methods of validation include but not limited to historical data validation, extreme condition 

tests, and animation. Comparing simulation performance with historical system performance 

data is one of the basic validation methods. If the simulation results are in conformity with 

historical data, the model is probably validated. Nevertheless, there is chance that the conformity 

is just a coincidence. Thus, extreme condition tests are implemented to eliminate the coincident 

conformity. Animation is also used for validation. Behaviors of the equipment and workers can 

be effortlessly obtained by animation.  

1.3.3 Analysis 

Once the model is judged as valid, it can step into the final phase. The last phase is to design 

experiment based on the model. In this case, experiments were designed to find effective 

approaches to increase the annual throughput. Various experiments about all the parameters that 

could potentially increase the throughput were conducted. Experiment parameters for manual 
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assembly production line include total number of workers, working shift, buffer capacity, 

equipment, and other resources. Experiment parameters for automated assembly production line 

include total number of workers, calibration batch size, number of calibration systems, and 

processes that could potentially be removed. Details of the experiments and results are presented 

in Chapter 3 Method, and Chapter 5 Results.  

1.4 Thesis outline 

Chapter 1 introduces the scope and basics of the thesis. The modelling methodology is also in 

traduced.  

In Chapter 2, various computer modelling and simulation tool for production are introduced and 

compared. The simulation tool used in this thesis, Plant Simulation, is presented. Basic functions 

of Plant Simulation are explained. The current manual assembly production line is presented, so 

is the new automated assembly production line. Assumptions for the models are also listed. 

Chapter 3 explains the experiment method for the two models. 

Chapter 4 presents the detailed settings of the models. The steps to build the models in Plant 

Simulation are presented. 

Chapter 5 presents the simulation results. 

Chapter 6 analyzes the simulation results. Conclusion is drawn as well. The future work is 

discussed. 
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2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Simulation Tool 

2.1.1 Simulation 

The growing complexity of production line makes it particularly difficult to predict the 

performance of a production line. At the meantime, market demand is continuously changing, 

which requires production line to be improved at a faster pace. Especially when a new production 

line is designed, it is crucial to predict the actual performance (Bangsow, 2010). Digital factory 

tools are designed to meet different demands, like CAD, CAM, PLM, FEA, etc.  There are 

simulation software that focuses on manufacturing and production system simulation, such as 

Plant Simulation, Extendsim, Simul8, Arena, and Automod. Computer simulation tools are 

particularly useful when conducting real experiments is too expensive or time-consuming, when 

the cost of trial and error is too high. 

Robinson (2014) defines simulation as “Experimentation with a simplified imitation (on a 

computer) of an operations system as it progresses through time, for the purpose of better 

understanding and/or improving that system” (Robinson, 2014). In other words, simulation serves 

for the real-world system.  

2.1.2 Simulation tool comparison 

There are various manufacturing and production simulation tool on the market. In order to select 

the suitable simulation tool for the thesis, different types of simulation tools were compared. Dias 

compared and ranked most of the discrete event simulation (DES) tool on the market (Dias, Vieira, 

Pereira, & Oliveira, 2016). Arena was ranked first based on its popularity and influence on the 

internet and scientific publications. Plant Simulation, Extendsim, Simul8, Arena, and Automod are 

selected to be compared. Table 1 shows the comparison details. Overall, they have similar 

functions and features. Even though programming language is not same, all of the languages are 

simple and easy to learn and use. Since the thesis mainly focuses on system performance 

simulation, it’s the basic functions and features that are frequently used. These simulation tools 

are considered to be equivalent in this case.  

Table 1 Computer simulation tool comparison 

 
Plant 

Simulation 
Extendsim Simul8 Arena Automod 

Simulation 

type 
DES DES DES DES DES 

2D animation Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

3D animation Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Programming 

language 
SimTalk 2.0 ModL Visual Logic SIMAN Automod 

Model 

method 

Flowchart 

modelling & 

programming 

Flowchart 

modelling & 

programming 

Flowchart 

modelling & 

programming 

Flowchart 

modelling & 

programming 

Flowchart 

modelling & 

programming 
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Access 

Free academic 

license with 

limits1 

Charged 

academic 

license 

Free 

academic 

license2 

Free 

academic 

license with 

limits1 

Free 

academic 

license with 

limits1 

1 The academic version of the software is free. However, the model size is limited.  

2 The academic license is only free for students in the universities that have Simul8 education license. 

2.1.3 Tecnomatix Plant Simulation 

In this thesis, Plant Simulation is selected as computer simulation tool. The first reason is the 

authors of the thesis are more familiar with Plant Simulation than other software. Also, the authors 

have easy access to the academic version. Thus, Plant Simulation is the simulation tool used in the 

thesis.  

Plant Simulation is object-oriented, which enables users to easily organize and manage a complex 

model. Key features of OOP are shared with Plant Simulation, such as classes, attributes, instances, 

derivation, and inheritance. Classes, attributes, and instances are illustrated in Figure 2. Restaurant 

is a class. Its attributes are name and address. The class restaurant does not represent any specific 

restaurant, but it rather describes the general concept of restaurant. After instantiating it, three 

restaurant instances are generated. The instances have same attributes as the class restaurant, but 

each of them represents a specific restaurant, rather than a concept.  

 

Figure 2 Class, attribute, and instance 

Derivation and inheritance help with organizing a complex model. A new class “fast food 

restaurant” may be derived from the class restaurant. The new class will inherit all the attributes 

of the class restaurant. The class fast food restaurant will automatically inherit any changes of 

the class restaurant. On the contrary, changes of fast food restaurant will not affect restaurant. 

Derivation and inheritance are especially useful for organizing entities and processes in Plant 

Simulation. 

In order to explain modelling clearly, basics of Plant Simulation are introduced. Figure 3 shows 

the basics of Plant Simulation modelling. EventController manages all the discrete events. Start 

and end time is set in EventController. Souce creates MUs and passes them on. It’s usually the 

start of a process. SingleProc simulates single manufacturing process. It receives a MU and holds 

the MU for a certain period of time (process time). The capacity of SingleProc is 1. Similar to 

SingleProc, ParallelProc simulates parallel manufacturing process. It also receives a MU and 

holds the MU for a certain period of time (process time). The capacity of ParallelProc is set by 

users. Buffer receives a MU and store it until the MU could be passed on. The capacity of Buffer 

is set by users. Drain deletes the MUs arrived. It is usually at the end of the simulation. Method 

allows users to program custom functions. The programming language is SimTalk 2.0. It should 

be noted that if the name of a Method is changed to “Init”, the Method will be automatically 

called at the beginning of the simulation. If the name a Method is change to “Reset”, it will be 

automatically called when the simulation is reset.  
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Figure 3 Basic resources in Plant Simulation (1) 

Figure 4 depicts other basic resources. WorkerPool resembles the staff room of a factory. 

Workers are created in WorkerPool. Workplace is a working station for workers. Workers may 

perform designated task in Workplace. Broker receives service requests from stations and 

assigns service. For example, processes (SingleProc or ParallelProc) with Workplaces send 

request services to Broker. Broker directs available workers to the Workplaces to provide the 

services. ShifCalendar manages working hours and rests. Generator calls Method at pre-defined 

times. Methods that are called regularly may be set in Generator, for example, a Method to check 

buffer level hourly. ExperimentManager, as the name suggested, manages experiments. Running 

model only once usually is not enough. ExperimentManager provides convenient method to test 

a model repeatedly and generates a result report for further statistical analysis.  

 

Figure 4 Basic resources in Plant Simulation (2) 

2.2 Manual assembly production line 

The current manual assembly production line is introduced and explained in this chapter. The 

factory layout is illustrated in Figure 5. There are 6 manual work stations in the production line, 

respectively named as Station 1, Station 2, Station 3, Station 4, Station 5, and Station 6.  There are 

two ovens placed in the center of the production line for normal curing processes. An extra UV 

oven is utilized for UV curing processes. All plasma processes are carried out in plasma station. 

A calibration system is used for final calibration of alcohol sensors. 

Figure 6 demonstrates the rough process flow. It is divided into three stages: main assembly, 

calibration, and final assembly. In main assembly, the core of the alcohol sensor is assembled and 

ready to be sent to calibration. Calibration calibrates the sensor and ensures its reliability and 

precision. After calibration, the core of the sensor is functioning and useable. The last stage is final 

assembly, which assembles extra accessories to ensure its functionality. The detailed precedence 

diagram is presented in Figure 32. The detailed process data is presented in Table 16. 

2.2.1 Main assembly 

Main assembly is divided into three parts: preparation work, pre-assembly, and sensor assembly. 

Preparation work mainly processes all the raw material delivered from supplier, includes 

Component Block (hereinafter referred to as CB), Main Mirror (hereinafter referred to as MM), 

CO2 Collector, K93, CO2 Lens Lamp (hereinafter referred to as Lamp), Fan, and Heater.  

Preparation works for CB and MM are similar, as illustrated in Figure 7. After CB and MM arrive 

at the factory, resistance test and raw signal test are conducted in order to guarantee the 

functionality of CB and MM. Because CB and MM are connected to panels when they arrive, 

similar to the PCB panel. On each panel, there are three CBs or MMs. After resistance test, CB or 

MM need to be de-paneled from CB panel or MM panel. At last the raw signal test is carried out.  
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Figure 5 Current factory layout 

 

Figure 6 Manual assembly production flow 

 

Figure 7 Preparation work for CB and MM 

Preparation for CO2 Collector starts with re-gluing, to double check and ensure the glue quality of 

CO2 Collector. After gluing, curing converts the glue from liquid to solid. In this case, UV oven 

and normal oven is used, as shown in Figure 8. It should be noticed that the batch size for UV 

curing is 8, while the batch size for curing is 96.  

 

Figure 8 Preparation work for CO2 Collector 

Similar to CO2 Collector, K93 need to be re-glued and left for curing. However, the curing 

process of K93 is not in any oven. It is room temperature curing (hereinafter referred to as RT 

curing). K93 are also connected to panel, similar to CB and MM. Each K93 panel contains 2 

K93. The gluing and curing for K93 is done without de-paneling. The de-paneling of K93 is in 

Pre-assembly.  
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Figure 9 Preparation work for K93 

Lamp is tested in this stage (Lamp functional test). Lamp that passes the test is ready to be 

assembled later. The preparation work for Fan and Heater are similar. Both of them need pre-

assembly before being assembled to sensor.  

The second stage of Main assembly is Pre-assembly, which includes Silicon Filter (hereinafter 

referred to as Si-Filter) Assembly, OBA Pre-assembly, and K93 Assembly.  

Figure 10 shows the processes of Si-Filter Assembly. Si-Filter is first glued with CB and then put 

into oven for curing. After curing, visual inspection and sealing tests checks the quality of the 

gluing. If the gluing quality is qualified, it will be sent back to gluing for re-work.  

 

 

Figure 10 Si-Filter Assembly 

In OBA Pre-assembly, CB and MM are assembled with Tube. CB and MM are plasma activated 

before assembled with Tube. To trace the product properly, Tube is labelled and then assembled 

with CB and MM. After Snap-fit assembly, it is visually inspected. If it’s not properly assembly, 

it will be sent back to Snap-fit assembly for re-work. Otherwise, CB and MM will be labelled 

(Manual traceability input). Then MM and CB is glued and cured in oven. Finally, a visual 

inspection to check if re-work is needed or not. 

 

 

Figure 11 OBA Pre-assembly 

The last part of Pre-assembly is K93 Assembly. K93 after preparation work is de-paneled first, 

followed by de-soldering. After de-soldering, CO2 Collector is soldered, so is OBA (after OBA 

Pre-Assembly). Finally, a visual inspection to check if re-work is needed or not. 

 

 

Figure 12 K93 Assembly 

After K93 Assembly, the product continues with Sensor Assembly. In Sensor Assembly, all the 

core parts of the sensor are assembled and tested, as shown in Figure 13. First, Noise Gasket is 

assembled to sensor. Then 3 sides of flexible PCB are closed (in total there are 4 flexible sides 

need to be closed). CO2 Collector is plasma activated. And the functionality of Lamp is tested 

(Lamp test). If it passes the test, the last side of PCB is closed and a Helium test is conducted. 

After Helium test, the closed flexible PCB sides are glued. Fan is assembled on the sensor. Then 
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the sensor is put into oven for curing. After curing, Lamp is glued and left for RT curing. Finally, 

a visual inspection to check if re-work is needed or not. 

 

 

Figure 13 Sensor Assembly 

2.2.2 Calibration 

Calibration is a critical process because of the relatively long process time (3 days). Calibration 

contains several processes, for example, burn-in, programming, firmware loading. But the 

calibration chamber may be considered as a black box that performs all the tasks of calibration. 

Thus, detail of calibration is out of interest. 

2.2.3 Final assembly 

Final assembly is the process where all the accessory parts are assembled, including Heater, 

Spider, and Application Card. Spider is the outer case of the sensor, which resembles a spider. 

After Application Card is assembled, the sensor is packaged and ready to deliver.  

 

Figure 14 Final assembly 

2.3 Automated assembly production line 

Similar to manual process, it is divided into three phases: Main assembly, Final assembly, and 

Calibration. It should be noticed that the Final assembly is before calibration.  

 

Figure 15 Automated assembly production flow 

Compared to the manual assembly line, the major changes are: 

• Several processes are removed 

• Most of the processes are automated 

• Some processes are integrated 

Some processes are removed because the automated production line produces G4 generation 

sensor instead of G3. The new design helps the removal of non-value adding processes such as 

incoming inspection and check. 

To reach 100,000 throughput goal, the takt time (assuming 8 working hours per working shift, 2 

working shifts per day, 225 working days per year): 

𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =  
𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

100,000
=

225 × 8 × 2 × 3600

100,000
=

129𝑠

𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
(1) 
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Thus, the cycle time: 

𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 < 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 129𝑠 (2) 

Considering worker efficiency, equipment failure, scrap, rework, and other factors, the cycle time 

should be at least smaller than 80 seconds to reach 100,000 throughput. Consequently, more ovens 

are needed. For each curing process, there are two ovens available. The batch size of oven remains 

unchanged. 

The principle is to automate as many processes as possible. Time consuming processes like gluing 

and soldering must be automated to reach 100,000 throughput goal, as shown in Table 3. Visual 

inspections are automated to ensure the quality requirements.  

Table 2 Removed processes in automated assembly production line 

Preparation work 

Resistance test (CB & MM) 

Raw signal test (CB & MM) 

Re-glue (CO2 Collector) 

UV curing (CO2 Collector) 

Curing (CO2 Collector) 

Re-glue (K93) 

RT curing (K93) 

Pre-assembly 
Preparation for glue 

Visual inspection (K93) 

Sensor assembly 
Lamp test 

Helium test 

 

Table 3 Automated processes and manual processes 

 Automated processes Manual processes 

Preparation 

work 

 De-panel (CB & MM) 

 Lamp functional test 

 Fan components assembly 

 Heater components assembly 

Pre-assembly 

Si-Filter glued with CB Gluing (OBA Pre-assembly) 

Visual inspection (Si-Filter with CB) De-panel (K93) 

Plasma (CB & MM)  

Snap-fit assembly & Labelling & 

Visual inspection 

 

Visual inspection (after OBA curing)  

De-solder (K93)  

Solder (CO2 Collector)  

Solder (OBA & Lamp)  
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Sensor 

assembly 

Plasma (CO2 Collector) Assembly (Noise Gasket) & Close 

PCB (3 sides) 

Visual inspection (after RT curing) Glue (K93) 

 Assembly (Fan) 

 Glue (Lamp) 

Final assembly 

Visual inspection (after final 

assembly) 
Assembly (Heater) 

 Assembly (Spider) 

 Assembly (Application card) 

To balance the production line, some processes are integrated. After CB glued with Si-Filter, the 

visual inspection is integrated with sealing test. The Tube labelling, Snap-fit assembly, Visual 

inspection and traceability input are integrated. Assembly of Noise Gasket and close flexible PCB 

(3 sides) are integrated. The detailed precedence diagram is presented in Figure 37. The detailed 

process data is presented in Table 17. 

The maximum factory dimension of the automated assembly production line is 83 × 88 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠.  

2.4 Assumptions 

In order to build valid models, there are simplifications and assumptions being made. Some of the 

assumptions are same for manual and automated production line. Some of them are different. 

General assumptions apply for both manual and automated production line. Worker efficiency is 

set to 80%. All workers are capable for all production processes. In other words, there is no special 

process that specific workers are required. Simulation period is set to 1 year (365 days). Equipment 

(Stations, ovens, calibration chamber, plasma station) availability is set to 90 %. Another important 

assumption is no raw material shortage, which is the optimal situation.  

Scrap rate and reword rate for manual assembly production line are set based on historical data 

from Senseair, as shown in Table 4. Scrap rate for visual inspections is set to 1% and rework rate 

is 2%. Rework rate for Lamp test is 10%. The final yield for manual production line is 92%. The 

working calendar is set as 8 working hours per working shift, 1 working shifts per day, 225 

working days per year. 

Table 4 Scrap rate settings for manual assembly production line 

 
Resistance 

test (CB) 

Resistance 

test (MM) 

Raw 

signal 

test (CB) 

Raw 

signal test 

(MM) 

Lamp 

functional 

test 

Helium 

test 
Calibration 

Scrap 

rate 
0.3% 0% 7% 5% 33% 1% 2% 

 

For automated assembly production line, the scrap rate and rework rate are set based on worker 

experience, as Table 5 shown. The final yield for automated production line is 95%. The working 

calendar is set as 8 working hours per working shift, 2 working shifts per day, 225 working days 

per year. 
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Table 5 Scrap and rework rate settings for automated assembly production line 

 Auto visual inspection Lamp functional test Calibration 

Scrap rate 1% 33% 1% 

Rework rate 2% - - 
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3 METHOD 

3.1 Manual assembly production line 

After analysis of the current manual assembly production line, it is noticed that the workload 

among different work stations are heavily unbalanced. The minimum processing time is 53 

seconds (Station 5) while the maximum processing time is 492 seconds (Station 4). Logically, 

line balancing was the first optimization direction. 

To balance the production line, four different production flows were designed. The first two 

production flows are based on the basic process flow described in 2.2 Manual assembly 

production line. The other two production flows were designed independent of the basic process 

flow. So, the first two production flows are similar to the basic process flow and the other two 

are not similar to the basic. Precedence diagrams of the four production flows are presented in 

APPENDIX A: PRECEDENCE DIAGRAM. 

Other than the production flow, the total number of workers is another major factor. Currently, 

there are two workers that are responsible for the whole production line, which is obviously not 

sufficient to reach 10,000 throughput goal. Number of workers was increased step by step to find 

how many workers are required. At the same time, how the number of workers affects the 

throughput of different production flows was investigated. It is reasonable to believe that 

different production flows may have varied performance when there are different number of 

workers in the production line.  

Another factor investigated is the buffer capacity. Buffers reduce the consequences of system 

failures and varied processes. (Office, 2011b) At the same time, buffer is considered as a cost 

and need to be minimized. (Nahmias & Olsen, 2015) To find out the optimal buffer capacity, 

different buffer capacities (150, 36, 24, 6) were simulated and tested.  

The control method for the buffer level is dependent of upper and lower bound. The lower bound 

is half of the higher bound. When the buffer level reaches the upper bound, the buffer entrance is 

locked. When the buffer level drops to the lower bound, the buffer entrance is unlocked. The 

default status of buffer entrance is unlocked. For example, when the buffer level is set as 150, the 

upper bound is 150 and the lower bound is 75. When the buffer level reaches 150, the buffer is 

locked. When the buffer level drops from 150 to 75, the buffer is unlocked until it reaches 150. 

Furthermore, it is crucial to ensure that investing large amount of money in an automated 

production line is economically beneficial. Consequently, it was simulated that how many 

resources were needed to reach 100,000 throughput goal. The simulation result was compared to 

the simulation result of the automated assembly production line. 

3.2 Automated assembly production line 

Considering that the automated assembly production line is designed to be one-piece flow 

(Miltenburg, 2001a). The only buffers are the buffers before oven curing and calibration. And 

those buffers are strongly related the batch size of oven curing and calibration. As a matter of 

fact, calibration is a more crucial bottleneck than curing. If increasing of the calibration batch 

size could effectively reduce the groups of calibration systems needed, it’s more economic. 

Therefore, different calibration batch sizes were simulated and analyzed.  

In the production processes, there are several non-value adding processes (Cooper, 2017) that 

could be eliminated. Some processes that could be outsourced by suppliers, such as heater pre-

assembly, fan pre-assembly, CO2 lamp functional test, and de-panel of Component Block (CB), 

Main Mirror (MM), and K93. Other processes that could be eliminated by introducing a new 
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design, such as de-solder of K93 and lamp glue with room temperature curing. How those 

removeable processes affect the production line performance were investigated. 

In the end, the two factors stated above were combined to find the optimal automated assembly 

production line.  
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4 IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 Modelling in Plant Simulation 

General model settings for both manual and automate production line in introduced in this 

chapter.  

Workers often needs to perform different operations at one station. For example, de-panel of CB, 

MM, and K93 are carried out in the same station. Different processes have different process time 

and batch size. However, there is no such function in Plant Simulation. Thus, the following 

method is utilized to achieve that station settings changes with the incoming product. Take de-

paneling as an example, the control setting of de-panel station is shown in Figure 16.  

 

 

Figure 16 De-panel setting 

The Entrance control (self.OnEntrace) code is: “ 

if @.origin = .MUs.K93_Panel 

 ?.proctime := z_normal(1,18,1,17,20) 

else 

 ?.proctime := z_normal(1,15,1,14,17) 

end 

”. The conditional statement “if…else…” determines the process time of the station (?.proctime). 

If the incoming product is K93 panel, the process time is set to “z_normal(1,18,1,17,20)”. 

Otherwise, the incoming product is CB panel or MM panel, where process time is 

“z_normal(1,15,1,14,17)”.  

The Exit control (self.OnExit) code is “ 

var i:integer 

 

if @.origin = .MUs.K93_Panel 
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 ?.cont.delete 

 for i:=1 to 3 loop 

  .MUs.K93.Create(K93) 

 next 

 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.CB_Panel 

 ?.cont.delete 

 for i:=1 to 3 loop 

  .MUs.CB.create(CB) 

 next 

  

elseif @.origin = .MUs.MM_Panel 

 ?.cont.delete 

 for i:=1 to 3 loop 

  .MUs.MM.create(MM) 

 next 

end 

”. Similar to Entrance control, depending of the product, different actions are processed. For 

example, if the incoming product is K93 panel, the current MU is fisrt deleted (“?.cont.delete”). 

Three new MUs, K93, are created (“.MUs.K93.Create(K93)”). By this method, one station is 

able to automatically adjust process time depending on the incoming product. Other parameters 

like batch size can be changed in the same manner.  

Simulating workers working is described below. Take de-paneling as an example, other than De-

panel station, a Working Place (hereinafter referred to as WP), a Worker Pool, a Broker, and a 

Shift Calendar are needed. The WP is connected with the De-panel station. The Importer of De-

panel is active and it is connected with Broker (“root.Broker”). The Worker Pool is also 

connected with Broker (“root.Broker”). The travel mode is set to “move freely within area” to 

simulate actual worker travel mode. In the Creation Table, Workers are created. And the Shift 

Calendar is active. The worker efficiency is set to 80% and speed to 1m/s.  The Shift Calendar is 

defined as as 7 working hours per working shift, 2 working shifts per day, 5 working days per 

week. It should be noticed that the actual Shift Calendar is 8 working hours per working shift, 2 

working shifts per day, 225 working days per year. It is because Shift Calendar cannot be 

defined in the way of working days per year. 

𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 = 8 × 2 × 225 = 3600 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 (3) 

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 = 7 × 2 ×
5

7
× 365 =  3650 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 (4) 

Based on the Equation 3 and Equation 4, the annual working hours are approximately same. 

Thus, we believe this approximation is valid and reliable.  
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Figure 17 WP setting 

 

Figure 18 De-panel setting 
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Figure 19 Worker Pool setting 

 

Figure 20 Worker setting 
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Figure 21 Shift Calendar setting 

Processes like, Curing, Helium test, and Calibration, are processed in batch. The batch method is 

described below. Take batch method for curing of CB with Si-Filter glued as an example, the 

buffer before oven curing is shown in Figure 22. The capacity of the buffer is same as the batch 

size. Generator is used for buffer level checking and send batch to oven. In the Time tab, the 

Start is set to 0 (beginning of simulation). Stop is set to 365:00:00:00 (365 days). The interval is 

10 seconds. In the Control tab, the Method self.OnInterval is called. Starting from the bigning of 

the simulation, every 10 seconds the Method self.OnInterval will be called. In other words, the 

code in self.OnInterval runs every 10 seconds.  

 

Figure 22 Batch buffer setting 
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Figure 23 Generator setting 

Part of the self.OnInterval code is “ 

j:=64 

if CBSi_BC.numMU >= j (Curing_CBSi.empty or Curing_CBSi.nummu = 64) and not 

Curing_CBSi.failed 

 for i:=1 to j loop 

  CBSi_BC.cont.move(Curing_CBSi) 

 next 

end 

”. Every 10 seconds, it checks the buffer level. If it’s higher than 64, and the oven is available for 

curing, the batch is sent to oven.  

The normal buffer control method is simply setting the capacity of buffer. Nevertheless, in this 

complex model, there is great chance that it becomes stuck in the buffer. When the buffer is full 

(reaches buffer capacity), the entrance of buffer is locked. The buffer predecessor is not able to 

send MU into the buffer. But in this model, the buffer predecessor is normally a Station, where 

varying processes are performed. Once the MU in the station cannot be sent to the following 

buffer, the Station stops. Especial when there is complex intercorrelation, the whole system 

become easily stuck. Thus, dynamic buffer control method is utilized. In the Generator, part of 

the self.OnInterval code is “ 

if HeaterBuffer.numMU >= 5 

 HeaterBuffer.entrancelocked := true 

elseif HeaterBuffer.numMU <= 2 

 HeaterBuffer. entrancelocked:= false 

end 

”. It monitors the Heater Buffer level. When the buffer level is higher than 5, the Entrance of the 

buffer is locked. When the buffer level is lower than 2, the Entrance of the buffer is re-opened. 

The buffer level fluctuates within a certain range. It greatly reduces the chance of system 

becoming stuck. 

One of the basic assumptions is no raw material shortage. To simulate this condition, the 

following method is implemented. In the Generator, part of the self.OnInterval code is “ 

if not CO2Collector.full 

 .MUs.CO2Collector.create(CO2Collector) 

end 

”. Every ten seconds, it checks raw material buffer level. If the raw material buffer (CO2 

Collector) is not full, a new MU will be created in the buffer. Because the process time of all the 
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major processes are larger than 10. By checking the buffer level every ten seconds, it assures no 

raw material shortage. Raw material buffers’ capacities are set accordingly. For manual 

production line, raw material buffer capacity ranges from 5 to 20. For automated production line, 

raw material buffer capacity is 5.  

There is built-in function (Assembly) to simulate assembly process in Plant Simulation. But it is 

not suited for this case. As mentioned above, one station usually supports various operations. 

Built-in function Assembly is not able to support other operations. Based on the SingleProc, or 

ParallelProc, assembly process is simulation in the follow method. Take “Snap-fit assembly” as 

an example, part of the Entrance control code is “ 

if @.origin = .MUs.Tube 

 Station3.procTime := z_normal(1,29,1,25,35) 

 SiCBBuffer.cont.delete 

 MMBuffer.cont.delete 

”. If the incoming product is a Tube, set the proper process time, delete a MU in SiCB Buffer 

and a MU in MM Buffer to simulate the assembly process. And in the Exit control of the station, 

the MU “Tube” is changed to a new MU representing the Tube with CB and MM assembled.  

Scrap and rework are simulated in the following method. Take the Visual Inspection after Snap-

fit assembly as an example. The scrap rate is 1% and rework rate is 2%. The MU OBA has two 

User-defined attributes, Rework and Scrap, as shown in Figure 24. Both of them are Boolean 

and false as default value.  

 

Figure 24 MU setting for scrap and rework 

The Entrance control of the Visual Inspection (Station 3) includes the code “ 

var i: integer 

 

i:= z_uniform(1,1,1000) 

if @.origin = .MUs.OBA 

 if i<=10 

  @.scrap := true 

 else 

  @.scrap := false 

  if i>=980 

   @.rework := true 
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  else 

   @.rework := false 

  end 

 end 

”. The index i is randomized by “z_uniform(1,1,1000)”. Index i ranges from 1 to 1000 with equal 

probability. If the index is smaller than 10 (1%), the User-defined attribute Scrap is set to True. 

If the index is larger than 980 (2%), the User-defined attribute Rework is set to True. Otherwise, 

they are set to False. The Exit control of the Visual Inspection station includes the code “ 

if @.origin = .MUs.OBA then 

 if @.scrap = true 

  station3.cont.delete 

 elseif @.scrap = false 

  if @.rework = true 

   station3.cont.move(OBA_APreAss) 

  elseif @.rework = false 

   @.move(OBABuffer) 

  end 

 end 

”. At the Exit, it checks the values of Scrap and Rework. If the Scrap is True, the MU is deleted. 

If the Rework is True, the MU is moved back to appropriate buffer waiting for rework. If none of 

them are True, the MU is sent to the next destination.  

Equipment Availability and MTTR are set in the follow method. MTTF is automatically 

calculated according to MTTR and Availability. As shown in Figure 25, the Availability is set to 

90% and MTTR is 45 minutes. MTTF is 405 minutes (6 hours 45 minutes).  

 

Figure 25 Failure setting with MTTR 

In the end, in order to get reliable simulation results, Experiment Manager is used for repeating 

experiment and get statistic data. Confidence level is set to 95%. Observation per experiment is 

set to 10. In Define Output Values, outputs are defined. In this case, “root.Final-

Storage.StatNumIn” represents the annual throughput and 
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“root.WorkerPool.StatAverageTraveledDistance” represents the average worker travel distance. 

After all the experiments are done, a statistic report is created, as shown in Figure 27. 

        

Figure 26 Experiment Manager setting 

 

Figure 27 Statistic report 

4.2 Model of manual assembly production line 

The simulation model of manual assembly production line is shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29. 
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Figure 28 Model of manual assembly production line 

 

Figure 29 3D model of manual assembly production line 

4.3 Model of automated assembly production line 

The simulation model of manual assembly production line is shown in Figure 30 and Figure 31. 
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Figure 30 Model of automated assembly production line 

 

Figure 31 3D model of automated assembly production line 
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5 RESULTS  

5.1 Manual assembly production line 

In this chapter, the simulation results regarding the manual assembly production line is 

presented. Based on the manual assembly production line, various experiments were conducted 

to reach the throughput of 10,000.  

The simulation result of different process flows with different number of workers (total number 

of workers in the whole production line) is showed in Table 6. With the increase of total number 

of workers in the production line, the annual throughput increases accordingly. It shows 

correlation between total number of workers and the annual throughput, which indicates that the 

current bottle neck is the total number of workers.  

Different process flows have varied performance with different number of workers. Compared to 

the Basic process flow, Experiment C generates higher throughput only when there are 5 workers 

in the production line. Similarly, compared to the Basic, Experiment D generates higher 

throughput when there are 5 workers. On the other hand, Experiment A and Experiment B 

always generate better results than other process flows.  

Table 6 Annual throughput of different production flows 

Production flow 2 workers 3 workers 4 workers 5 workers 

Basic 4115 6342 7862 7977 

Experiment A 4139 6434 8082 8501 

Experiment B 4388 6634 8389 8540 

Experiment C 3767 5540 7407 8206 

Experiment D 3786 5810 7713 8425 

To find out the reason why there are differences in performance of different process flow, 2 

parameters (cycle time and balance delay) were calculated to explain the result. Cycle time is 

referred to “the time that required for a production line to execute one or more operations” (Office, 

2011a). The cycle time of the whole production line is determined by the station with the longest 

cycle time.  Balance delay reflects the unevenness of a production line caused by uneven workload 

balancing. It is also used to measure the efficiency of a production line. It is calculated by cycle 

time (𝑐), and the average operation time (𝑐̅). (Thomopoulos, 2014) 

𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 =
(𝑐 − 𝑐̅)

𝑐
(5) 

Table 7 shows the cycle time and balance delay of different process flows. Experiment A is the 

most balanced and has the lowest cycle time. However, cycle time and balance delay are not 

sufficient to explain the difference of throughputs because of the complexity of the system. Thus, 

worker travel distance per product is introduced.  

Table 7 Cycle time and balance delay of different experiments 

 Cycle time (s) Balance delay 

Basic 492 0.47 

Experiment A 286 0.09 
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Experiment B 360 0.27 

Experiment C 315 0.17 

Experiment D 360 0.27 

Worker travel distance per product (hereinafter referred to as WTDP) is the total travel distance 

for all workers to produce one product. It is calculated by the average travel distance of one worker 

per year (𝑑), number of workers (𝑛), and the annual throughput. Average travel distance of one 

worker is derived from worker statistics report in Plant Simulation, results presented in Table 19. 

𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =
𝑑 × 𝑛

𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡
(2) 

Table 8 together with the Table 7 are able to explain the simulation results. When there are only 2 

workers, worker is the absolute bottleneck. Traveling of the workers is considered as a waste. It 

occupies the available working time of workers. Consequently, the workers have less time to carry 

out production work. Regardless of the cycle time and balance delay, the process flow with the 

shortest WTDP leads to higher throughput.  

When the number of workers increases to 3, WTDP is still the major factor. On the other hand, the 

influence of the process flow starts to grow. Basic and Experiment B have the same WTDP when 

there are 3 workers. Nevertheless, Experiment B has higher throughput because its production line 

is more balanced and efficient. 

With the number of workers increasing to 4 and 5, WTDP and the process flow together with other 

factors affect the throughput. Number of workers is not the absolute bottleneck anymore.  

Table 8 Worker travel distance per product (m) of different experiments 

 2 workers 3 workers 4 workers 5 workers 

Basic 101 74 52 25 

Experiment A 106 91 69 36 

Experiment B 94 81 66 33 

Experiment C 126 128 95 54 

Experiment D 112 108 94 49 

Another factor that affects the throughput is the buffer capacity. Table 9 shows how the buffer 

capacity affects the throughput. Experiment C and Experiment D are not included because of their 

relatively low throughput. Regardless of the number of workers and process flows, buffer capacity 

24 and 36 tend to generate better results. Buffer capacity 150 is too large, which leads to high WIP 

and is an excessive waste. On the contrary, when the buffer capacity is 6, the system is too 

vulnerable to the failures and breakdowns. When there is a breakdown or fluctuation in one 

operation, the following operations are affected. To reduce the WIP, it’s convinced that buffer 

capacity 24 is the best among the four buffer capacities. 

Table 9 Annual throughput of different experiments with different buffer capacity 

 Buffer capacity Basic Experiment A Experiment B 

2 workers 

150 4115 4388 4140 

36 4159 4460 4322 

24 4192 4490 4326 
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6 4229 4459 4334 

3 workers 

150 6342 6634 6342 

36 6469 6963 6747 

24 6564 6975 6753 

6 6563 6954 6782 

4 workers 

150 7862 8389 8083 

36 8106 8582 8297 

24 7970 8543 8102 

6 7920 8549 8282 

5 workers 

150 7977 8540 8501 

36 8556 8786 8614 

24 8551 8723 8558 

6 8167 8753 8612 

Table 10 shows the requirements for the manual assembly production line to reach 10,000 and 

100,000 throughput goal. It’s highly possible to reach 10,000 throughput goal with investment in 

one more calibration system and hiring 3 more workers. However, it’s unfeasible to reach 100,000 

throughput goal.  

Table 10 Method to reach throughput of 10,000 and 100,000  

Annual 

throughput 

no. 

worker 

Normal 

buffer 

capacity 

no. 

station 

groups 

no. 

helium 

test 

no. 

calibration 

no. 

oven 

no. 

plasma 

RT 

curing 

buffer 

capacity 

Working 

shift 

4490  2  24  1  1  1  2  1  192  1  

8543  4  24  1  1  1  2  1  192  1  

8854  4  24  1  1  2  2  1  192  1  

10592 5 24  1  1  2  2  1  192  1  

51168 30 48 5 3 7 4 3 288 1 

100896 52 72 5 3 13 6 3 384 2 

 

5.2 Automated assembly production line 

Table 11 shows the simulation result of the automated assembly production line. To reach the 

100,00-throughput goal, at least 6 groups of calibration systems are required. However, the 

throughput increase from 5 groups to 6 groups is not significant. Throughput only increases by 

3900 (4%). It is convinced that investing in one more group of calibration system is not the optimal 

solution to 100,000-throughput goal. Consequently, experiments regarding the calibration batch 

size were conducted. 
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Table 11 Simulation result of the automated assembly production line 

Annual 

throughput 

no. 

worker 

Working 

shift 

no. 

manual 

station 

no. 

calibration 

group 

Calibration 

batch size 

no. 

oven 

no. 

plasma 

RT curing 

buffer 

capacity 

97239 7*2 2 10 5 96 6 3 576(6*96) 

101130 7*2 2 10 6 96 6 3 576(6*96) 

Table 12 shows how the calibration batch size affects the throughput. As stated before, investing 

in one more group of calibration system is not economic nor optimal. A reasonable solution is to 

increase the calibration batch size, from 96 to 100, and 120. With the batch size increased to 100, 

5 groups of calibration systems are sufficient. With the batch size increased to 120, 5 groups of 

calibration systems lead to similar throughput as 6 groups of calibration system with the batch size 

of 96.  

When the batch size is 100 or 120, the increase of calibration group leads to minor increase of 

annual throughput. Thus, it is concluded that calibration system is not the bottleneck. 

Table 12 Annual throughput of different calibration batch size with different number of calibration group 

Calibration batch size no. calibration group Annual throughput 

96 
5 97239 

6 101130 

100 
5 100159 

6 101371 

120 
5 101191 

6 101332 

Another set of experiments regarding removing the unnecessary processes were conducted as well. 

Table 13 shows the results of removing different processes (with calibration batch size 96 

unchanged). Removing unnecessary processes contributes mainly to the decrease of number of 

workers required. At the same time, the annual throughput increases slightly. With all the 

unnecessary processes removed, number of workers could be reduced to 8 workers in total, and 4 

manual stations are spared. What’s more, storage room for room temperature curing (RT curing) 

is spared.  

Table 13 Simulation result with different processes removed 

Removed 

processes 

Annual 

throughput 
no. worker 

no. manual 

station 

RT curing buffer 

capacity 

De-solder 1 106078 7*2 10 576(6*96) 

Pre-heater 2 
100053 6*2 9 576(6*96) 

106198 7*2 9 576(6*96) 

Pre-fan 3 
97676 6*2 9 576(6*96) 

105781 7*2 9 576(6*96) 

CO2 test 4 
98711 6*2 9 576(6*96) 

106043 7*2 9 576(6*96) 
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De-panel 5 
92257.6 6*2 9 576(6*96) 

103850.2 7*2 9 576(6*96) 

Lamp glue 6 104416.2 7*2 8 - 

All 7 
104847.4 4*2 6 - 

111387.8 5*2 6 - 

1 Only de-solder of K93 removed 

2 Only heater pre-assembly removed 

3 Only fan pre-assembly removed 

4 Only CO2 lamp functional test removed 

5 Only de-panel of Component Block (CB), Main Mirror (MM), and K93 removed 

6 Only lamp glue and room temperature curing after the glue removed 

7 With all the removeable processes mentioned above removed 

To find out the best scenario, more scenarios are simulated. Table 14 shows the simulation results. 

The scenario B is the optimal automated assembly production line. If all unnecessary processes 

are removed and calibration batch size is increases to 120, the process flow is the most efficient 

and requires least investment of new equipment systems. 

Table 14 Simulation result of different scenarios 

 
Annual 

throughput 

no. 

worker 

no. 

manual 

station 

RT curing 

buffer 

capacity 

Calibration 

batch size 

no. calibration 

group 

Scenario A1 100855 4*2 5 - 100 5 

Scenario B2 105029 4*2 5 - 120 5 

1 Scenario A: with all unnecessary processes removed and calibration batch size of 100 

2 Scenario B: with all unnecessary processes removed and calibration batch size of 120 
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6 ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Manual assembly production line 

For the current manual assembly production line, the major bottleneck is the number of workers. 

Two workers in the whole production line is not adequate for higher throughput. Other 

optimization methods are effortless without increasing the number of workers. The optimal 

process flow only increases 200 throughput compared to the original one. The influence of the 

buffer capacity is even more minor, with 100 throughput increase. Increasing the number of 

workers is inevitable. It should be noticed that, the throughput is affected by various factors like 

process flow, buffer level, batch size, etc. These factors may conflict with each other. It’s 

impossible to conclude a simple principle rule to increase the throughput. The optimal 

combination of the factors does exist. But with the production conditions changing, the optimal 

combination is also changing. Consequently, the only method is to implement Lean and improve 

continuously. (Modrák & Semančo, 2014) 

6.2 Automated assembly production line 

Contrary to the low volume manual production line, the automated production line is aiming for 

higher throughput and potential ability to increase the throughput in the future. The basic 

automated production line meets the throughput requirements, but it could be improved 

furthermore. The scenario with unnecessary processes removed is introduced to minimize waste 

and investment. The new one-piece flow also minimizes the WIP. Current throughput of the new 

automated production line is 100,000. The throughput may be improved furthermore if crucial 

bottlenecks are eliminated. One of the bottlenecks is the Calibration process. 5 groups of 

Calibration system have the maximum capacity of 110,000. 6 groups have the maximum 

capacity of 132,000. However, increasing Calibration systems requires relatively large amount of 

investment and large room. It’s more economic to increase the batch capacity of the Calibration 

systems. Another solution is to implement new Calibration method, which has short process 

time.  

After the Calibration capacity is increased, processes that have longer process times become the 

bottleneck, as listed below: 

• Heater Pre-assembly (65 seconds) 

• De-solder of K93 (60 seconds) 

• Heater assembly (60 seconds) 

• Spider assembly (60 seconds) 

• Application Card assembly (60 seconds) 

Gradually, 6 ovens are not adequate for the curing processes. Similar to Calibration systems, one 

solution is to invest in more ovens. Another solution is to increase the batch capacity of the 

ovens. The third solution is to implement new method to lower the curing process time. It’s 

believed that the automated production line is able to meet the current demand and meet the 

future demand with improvements of the production line. 

6.3 Conclusions 

Based on the simulation results, a manual assembly production line which can reach 10,000 

annual throughput may be implemented within short period of time. But to reach 100,000 annual 
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throughput, a new automated assembly production line is necessary and essential, as shown in 

Table 15.  

The theoretical throughput of manual production line is 10,592 after optimization. The 

theoretical throughput of automated production line is 105,029 after removing unnecessary 

processes. It should be noticed that the throughput represents only the first-year throughput. The 

total throughput is 230,000 (115,000/year) when the simulation time period is 2 years. And 

360,000 (120,000/year) when the simulation time period is 3 years. It is because of the transient 

state. When the production system is in steady state, the throughput is slightly higher than the 

transient state. On the other side, the simulation ignores some disturbances that exist in real 

production system that may affect throughput. Disturbances include but not limited to raw 

material shortage and critical breakdown. Those disturbances may cause throughput decrease. 

But it’s believed the models simulate and reflect the real production systems. The models 

provide reliable results and analysis for the Senseair development. 

Table 15 Simulation result conclusion of the manual and automated assembly production line 

 
Manual assembly  

production line 1 

Automated assembly  

production line 2 

Annual throughput 4490 10592 100896 101130 105029 

Working shift 1 1 2 2 2 

no. workers 2 5 52 14 8 

no. manual stations 6 6 30 9 5 

no. helium test systems 1 1 3 - - 

Calibration batch size 96 96 96 96 120 

no. calibration systems 1 2 13 6 groups 5 groups 

no. ovens 2 2 6 6 6 

no. plasma systems 1 1 3 3 3 

RT curing buffer capacity 192 192 384 576 - 

Normal buffer capacity 24 24 72 - - 

1 The first column represents the current manual assembly production line without any changes. The second column 

represents the scenario of the manual assembly production line to reach 10,000-throughput. The third column 

represents the scenario of the manual assembly production line to reach 100,000-throughput. 

2 The first column represents the basic automated assembly production line without any changes. The second column 

represents the automated assembly production line Scenario B (with all removeable processes removed and calibration 

batch size of 120). 

6.4 Future work 

The manual assembly production line may be improved furthermore. Other factors may be 

considered and optimized, such as factory layout, batch size, buffer capacity, etc. So is the 

automated production line. Various factors that may influence the performance of the production 

system may be investigated and analyzed. The factory layout of the automated production line is 

not investigated in this thesis. A promising layout is U-shaped production line (Miltenburg, 

2001b). Transportation method may be investigated. The difference of automatic conveyors and 

manual transportation may be compared. The possibilities to utilize AGVs may be examined.  
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One of the important assumptions is no raw material shortage. The influence of raw material 

shortage may be investigated. Influence of other disturbances may be investigated, too. How 

vulnerable is the system to disturbances?  

Currently the production of Senseair is based on orders. The ability of the production system to 

complete orders may be examined. The production may be modified to simulate based on 

random orders.  

In summary, the simulation results of the thesis provide instructive suggestions for Senseair. 

Methods to improve the current manual production line to reach 10,000 throughput goal are 

provided. An automated production line is designed to reach 100,000 throughput goal. 

Improvement suggestions are provided.  
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APPENDIX A: PRECEDENCE DIAGRAM 

 

Figure 32 Precedence Diagram of the Basic 
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Figure 33 Precedence Diagram of the Experiment A 
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Figure 34 Precedence Diagram of the Experiment B 
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Figure 35 Precedence Diagram of the Experiment C 
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Figure 36 Precedence Diagram of the Experiment D 
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Figure 37 Precedence Diagram of the automated assembly production line 
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Figure 38 Precedence Diagram of the automated assembly production line (best scenario) 
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APPENDIX B: PROCESS DATA 

Table 16 Process data of manual assembly production line 

 

Process 

Units per 

batch 

(max. 

capacity) 

Process time 

(second/batch) 
Station 

Preparation 

work 

Resistance Test (CB) 3 79 Station 1 

De-panel (CB) 3 15 Station 1 

Raw Signal Test (CB) 1 27 Station 1 

Resistance Test (MM) 3 79 Station 1 

De-panel (MM) 3 15 Station 1 

Raw Signal Test (MM) 1 27 Station 1 

Lamp functional test 1 45 Station 1 

Fan components assembly 1 45 Station 1 

Heater components assembly 1 65 Station 1 

Re-glue (CO2 Collector) 8 270 Station 2 

UV curing (CO2 Collector) 8 20 UV oven 

Curing (CO2 Collector) 96 3600 Oven 

Re-glue (K93) 2 192 Station 2 

RT curing (K93) 96 86400 
RT curing 

storage 

Pre-assembly 

Preparation for glue 24 60 Station 2 

Si-Filter glued with CB 1 87 Station 2 

Curing (Si-Filter with CB) 64 7200 Oven 

Visual inspection (Si-Filter with 

CB) 
1 12 Station 2 

Sealing test 1 6 Station 2 

Plasma (CB) 1 55 
Plasma 

station 

Plasma (MM) 1 52 
Plasma 

station 

Tube labelling 1 5 Station 3 

Snap-fit assembly 1 24 Station 3 

Visual inspection (after snap-fit 

assembly) 
1 21 Station 3 

Manual traceability input 1 22 Station 3 

Preparation for glue 32 60 Station 3 

Gluing (OBA Pre-assembly) 1 3 Station 3 

Curing (OBA Pre-assembly) 32 3600 Oven 

Visual inspection (after OBA 

curing) 
1 8 Station 3 

De-panel (K93) 2 36 Station 4 

De-solder (K93) 1 60 Station 4 

Solder (CO2 Collector) 1 174 Station 4 

Solder (OBA & Lamp) 1 168 Station 4 

Visual inspection (K93) 1 12 Station 4 

Sensor 

assembly 

Assembly (Noise Gasket) 1 12 Station 4 

Close PCB (3 sides) 1 18 Station 4 
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Plasma (CO2 Collector) 1 40 
Plasma 

station 

Lamp test 1 55 Station 6 

Helium test 12 3600 Station 5 

Glue (K93) 1 5 Station 5 

Assembly (Fan) 1 24 Station 5 

Curing (after Fan assembly) 32 3600 Oven 

Glue (Lamp) 1 12 Station 5 

RT curing (after Lamp glue) 96 86400 
RT curing 

storage 

Visual inspection (after RT 

curing) 
1 12 Station 5 

Calibration Calibration 96 
187200  

(3 days) 

Calibration 

chamber 

Final 

assembly 

Assembly (Heater) 1 90 Station 6 

Assembly (Spider) 1 90 Station 6 

Assembly (Application card) 1 90 Station 6 
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Table 17 Process data of automated assembly production line 

 Process 

Units per 

batch 

(max. 

capacity) 

Process time 

(second/batch) 

Manual/ 

Automated 

Preparation 

work 

De-panel (CB) 3 15 Manual 

De-panel (MM) 3 15 Manual 

Lamp functional test 1 45 Manual 

Fan components assembly 1 45 Manual 

Heater components assembly 1 65 Manual 

Pre-assembly 

Si-Filter glued with CB 1 30 Automated 

Curing (Si-Filter with CB) 64 7200 - 

Visual inspection (Si-Filter with 

CB) 
1 11 Automated 

Plasma (CB) 1 40 Automated 

Plasma (MM) 1 40 Automated 

Snap-fit assembly & Labelling & 

Visual inspection 
1 23 Automated 

Gluing (OBA Pre-assembly) 1 6 Manual 

Curing (OBA Pre-assembly) 32 3600 - 

Visual inspection (after OBA 

curing) 
1 5 Automated 

De-panel (K93) 2 36 Manual 

De-solder (K93) 1 60 Automated 

Solder (CO2 Collector) 1 40 Automated 

Solder (OBA & Lamp) 1 50 Automated 

Sensor 

assembly 

Plasma (CO2 Collector) 1 25 Automated 

Assembly (Noise Gasket) & Close 

PCB (3 sides) 
1 40 Manual 

Glue (K93) 1 5 Manual 

Assembly (Fan) 1 24 Manual 

Curing (after Fan assembly) 32 3600 - 

Glue (Lamp) 1 12 Automated 

RT curing (after Lamp glue) 96 86400 - 

Visual inspection (after RT 

curing) 
1 5 Automated 

Final 

assembly 

Assembly (Heater) 1 60 Manual 

Assembly (Spider) 1 60 Manual 

Assembly (Application card) 1 60 Manual 

Visual inspection (after final 

assembly) 
1 5 Automated 

Calibration Stress relief treatment 96 86400 - 

 Porgramming & Lamp burn-in 96 79200 - 

 Calibration 96 79200 - 
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APPENDIX C: COMPLETE EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

Table 18 Detailed results of different production flows 

 
No. 

workers 

Experiment 

times 
Mean SD Min Max 

Left 

bound 

Right 

bound 

Basic 

2 10 4115 27.22 4061 4128 4096 4135 

3 10 6342 28.88 6317 6409 6321 6363 

4 10 7862 49.39 7766 7946 7826 7897 

5 10 7977 75.94 7913 8160 7922 8031 

Experiment 

A 

2 10 4140 159.22 3911 4340 4026 4253 

3 10 6434 98.00 6240 6584 6363 6504 

4 10 8083 112.92 7921 8256 8002 8163 

5 10 8501 79.15 8352 8640 8445 8558 

Experiment 

B 

2 10 4388 56.48 4320 4490 4348 4428 

3 10 6634 77.45 6517 6720 6579 6690 

4 10 8389 116.30 8203 8544 8306 8472 

5 10 8540 83.17 8352 8635 8481 8600 

Experiment 

C 

2 10 3767 95.06 3635 3936 3699 3835 

3 10 5541 183.82 5129 5841 5409 5672 

4 10 7407 161.71 7104 7680 7291 7523 

5 10 8206 148.70 7968 8430 8100 8313 

Experiment 

D 

2 10 3786 77.76 3645 3901 3730 3841 

3 10 5810 126.14 5602 6048 5720 5901 

4 10 7713 151.92 7488 7968 7604 7822 

5 10 8425 112.54 8256 8595 8344 8505 

 

 
 

Table 19 Cycle time, balance delay, and average travel distance of one worker of different production flows 

 
No. 

workers 

Cycle 

time 

Balance 

delay 

Average travel distance of 

one worker (km/year) 

WTD 

(m/product) 

Basic 

2 

492 0.47 

208 101.09 

3 156 73.79 

4 102 51.81 

5 40 25.07 

2 286 0.09 220 106.29 
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Experiment 

A 

3 196 91.40 

4 140 69.29 

5 62 36.47 

Experiment 

B 

2 

360 0.27 

206 93.89 

3 179 80.94 

4 138 65.80 

5 55.8 32.67 

Experiment 

C 

2 

315 0.17 

237 125.82 

3 237 128.32 

4 175 94.51 

5 88 53.62 

Experiment 

D 

2 

360 0.27 

212 112.00 

3 210 108.43 

4 182 94.39 

5 82 48.67 

 

Table 20 Detailed results of Basic with different buffer capacity 

Buffer 

capacity 

No. 

workers 

Experiment 

times 
Mean SD Min Max 

Left 

bound 

Right 

bound 

150 

2 10 4115 27.22 4061 4128 4096 4135 

3 10 6342 28.88 6317 6409 6321 6363 

4 10 7862 49.39 7766 7946 7826 7897 

5 10 7977 75.94 7913 8160 7922 8031 

36 

2 10 4159 40.02 4124 4224 4131 4188 

3 10 6469 33.75 6416 6513 6445 6493 

4 10 8106 39.14 8064 8160 8077 8134 

5 10 8556 66.85 8448 8691 8508 8604 

24 

2 10 4193 29.69 4153 4224 4172 4214 

3 10 6564 61.94 6432 6624 6520 6609 

4 10 7970 187.65 7488 8150 7835 8104 

5 10 8551 73.61 8405 8687 8498 8604 

6 

2 10 4230 26.51 4189 4270 4211 4248 

3 10 6563 74.59 6432 6688 6510 6617 

4 10 7921 110.48 7709 8064 7842 8000 

5 10 8167 94.69 7968 8303 8099 8234 
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Table 21 Detailed results of Experiment A with different buffer capacity 

Buffer 

capacity 

No. 

workers 

Experiment 

times 
Mean SD Min Max 

Left 

bound 

Right 

bound 

150 

2 10 4140 159.22 3911 4340 4026 4253 

3 10 6434 98.00 6240 6584 6363 6504 

4 10 8083 112.92 7921 8256 8002 8163 

5 10 8501 79.15 8352 8640 8445 8558 

36 

2 10 4322 75.85 4224 4447 4268 4377 

3 10 6747 73.51 6624 6815 6694 6800 

4 10 8297 204.89 8028 8544 8151 8444 

5 10 8614 98.73 8448 8736 8543 8685 

24 

2 10 4326 81.33 4224 4416 4267 4384 

3 10 6753 99.61 6600 6938 6681 6824 

4 10 8102 225.41 7776 8448 7941 8263 

5 10 8558 169.37 8256 8640 8347 8769 

6 

2 10 4334 45.96 4224 4386 4301 4367 

3 10 6782 68.58 6624 6873 6733 6831 

4 10 8282 111.26 8160 8429 8202 8361 

5 10 8612 144.12 8256 8736 8509 8715 

 

Table 22 Detailed results of Experiment B with different buffer capacity 

Buffer 

capacity 

No. 

workers 

Experiment 

times 
Mean SD Min Max 

Left 

bound 

Right 

bound 

150 

2 10 4388 56.48 4320 4490 4348 4428 

3 10 6634 77.45 6517 6720 6579 6690 

4 10 8389 116.30 8203 8544 8306 8472 

5 10 8540 83.17 8352 8635 8481 8600 

36 

2 10 4460 41.38 4416 4538 4430 4489 

3 10 6963 63.51 6894 7081 6918 7009 

4 10 8582 156.42 8256 8736 8470 8693 

5 10 8786 91.29 8592 8928 8721 8852 

24 

2 10 4490 53.49 4416 4558 4452 4529 

3 10 6975 38.78 6884 7008 6948 7003 

4 10 8543 104.44 8342 8708 8468 8618 

5 10 8723 158.22 8306 8835 8610 8837 
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6 

2 10 4459 35.30 4416 4512 4433 4484 

3 10 6954 57.92 6865 7054 6912 6995 

4 10 8549 109.79 8342 8731 8470 8627 

5 10 8754 61.59 8640 8832 8710 8798 

 

Table 23 Method to reach throughput of 10,000 and 100,000  

Annual 

throughpu

t 

no. 

worke

r 

Normal 

buffer 

capacit

y 

no. 

statio

n 

group

s 

no. 

heliu

m test 

no. 

calibratio

n 

no. 

ove

n 

no. 

plasm

a 

RT 

curing 

buffer 

capacit

y 

Workin

g shift 

4490  2  24  1  1  1  2  1  192  1  

8543  4  24  1  1  1  2  1  192  1  

8854  4  24  1  1  2  2  1  192  1  

10592 5 24  1  1  2  2  1  192  1  

12437 6 24 1 1 2 2 1 192 12437 

12452 7 24 1 1 2 2 1 192 12452 

16800 7 24 2 2 2 2 2 192 16800 

19200 9 24 2 2 2 2 2 192 19200 

19296 10 24 2 2 2 2 2 192 19296 

22007 10 24 2 2 3 2 2 192 22007 

23990 12 24 2 2 3 2 2 192 23990 

24714 14 24 2 2 3 2 2 192 24714 

28450 14 24 3 2 3 2 2 192 28450 

29088 16 24 3 2 3 2 2 192 29088 

30706 16 24 3 2 4 2 2 192 30706 

30816 16 24 3 2 5 2 2 192 30816 

31324 16 24 3 2 5 3 2 192 31324 

32478 18 24 3 2 5 3 2 192 32478 

34187 18 24 3 2 5 3 2 288 34187 

34908 20 24 3 2 5 3 2 288 34908 

36060 20 24 3 3 5 3 2 288 36060 

38604 20 24 4 3 5 3 2 288 38604 

38880 22 24 4 3 5 3 2 288 38880 

39744 24 24 4 3 6 3 2 288 39744 

40002 26 24 4 3 6 3 2 288 40002 

40352 28 24 4 3 6 3 2 288 40352 
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40704 27 48 4 3 6 3 2 288 40704 

43695 27 48 4 3 6 4 2 288 43695 

44117 27 48 4 3 7 4 2 288 44117 

44822 27 48 5 3 7 4 2 288 44822 

45024 28 48 5 3 7 4 2 288 45024 

46389 30 48 5 3 7 4 2 288 46389 

51168 30 48 5 3 7 4 3 288 51168 

67872 48 48 5 3 7 4 3 288 67872 

76294 48 48 5 3 10 4 3 288 76294 

78624 48 72 5 3 10 4 3 288 78624 

84101 48 72 5 3 10 4 3 384 84101 

94201 48 72 5 3 10 5 3 384 94201 

96394 48 72 5 3 12 5 3 384 96394 

96960 52 72 5 3 13 5 3 384 96960 

100896 52 72 5 3 13 6 3 384 100896 
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APPENDIX D: MODEL SETTINGS AND CODES 

Model Settings and Code for Manual Assembly Production Line 

Code of Generator (self.OnInterval): 
 
var i,j,K,d: integer; 

 

nSiCB   := SiCBBuffer_BC.numMU 

nCO2Col   := CO2ColBuffer.numMU 

nCO2Col_BC  := CO2ColBuffer_BC.numMU 
nK93P  := K93PBuffer_BC.numMU 

nOBA  := OBABuffer_BC.numMu 

 

K := round(str_to_num(time_to_str(eventController.simtime))) 

d := k mod 7 
-- Batch for Calibration. 

j:=96 

if G3Buffer_BCal.numMU >= j and d /= 5 and d /= 6 

 waituntil Calibration.empty and not Calibration.failed   

 for i:=1 to j loop 
  G3Buffer_BCal.cont.move(Calibration) 

 next 

end 

 

-- Batch for G3 Curing 
j:=32 

if G3Buffer_BC.numMU >= j and (Oven1.empty or Oven2.empty) 

and G3Buffer_AC.numMU <= 64  and d /= 5 and d /= 6 then 

 if  Oven1.empty and not Oven1.failed 

  for i:=1 to j loop 
   G3Buffer_BC.cont.move(Oven1) 

  next 

 elseif G3Buffer_BC.numMU >= j and not 

Oven1.empty and Oven2.empty and not Oven2.failed 
  for i:=1 to j loop 

   G3Buffer_BC.cont.move(Oven2) 

  next  

 end 

end 
 

-- Batch for Helium Test 

j:=12 

if G3Buffer_ACT.numMU >= j and d /= 5 and d /= 6 then 

 waituntil HeliumTest.empty and not HeliumTest.failed 
prio 1 

 for i:=1 to j loop 

  G3Buffer_ACT.cont.move(HeliumTest) 

 next 

end 
 

j:=8 

if CO2ColBuffer.numMU >= j  

 waituntil Station2.empty and not Station2.failed prio 1 

 for i:=1 to j loop 
  CO2ColBuffer.cont.move(Station2) 

 next 

end 

 

j := 48  -- Batch  is 48 for K93P 
if K93PBuffer_BC.numMU >= j    

 for i:=1 to j loop 

 

 K93PBuffer_BC.cont.move(K93PBuffer_AC)

   
 next 

end 

 

j := 96  -- Batch  is 96 

if G3Buffer_BCR.numMU >= j    
 for i:=1 to j loop 

  G3Buffer_BCR.cont.move(G3Buffer_ACR)

   

 next 

end 

 

j := 64  

if SiCBBuffer_BC.numMU >= j and (Oven1.empty or 
Oven2.empty) and SiCBBuffer_AC.numMU <= 96 and d /= 5 and 

d /= 6 then 

 if  Oven1.empty and not Oven1.failed 

  for i:=1 to j loop 

  
 SiCBBuffer_BC.cont.move(Oven1) 

  next 

 elseif SiCBBuffer_BC.numMU >= j and not 

Oven1.empty and Oven2.empty and not Oven2.failed 

  for i:=1 to j loop 
  

 SiCBBuffer_BC.cont.move(Oven2) 

  next  

 end 

end 
 

j:=96 

if CO2ColBuffer_BC.numMU >= j and (Oven1.empty or 

Oven2.empty) and CO2ColBuffer_AC.numMU <= 96 and d /= 5 

and d /= 6 then    
 if Oven1.empty and not Oven1.failed 

  for i:=1 to j loop 

  

 CO2ColBuffer_BC.cont.move(Oven1) 
  next 

 elseif CO2ColBuffer_BC.numMU >= j and not 

Oven1.empty and Oven2.empty and not Oven2.failed 

  for i:=1 to j loop 

  
 CO2ColBuffer_BC.cont.move(Oven2) 

  next 

 end 

end 

 
 

 

j:=32 

if OBABuffer_BC.numMu >= j and (Oven1.empty or 

Oven2.empty) and OBABuffer_AC.numMU <= 32 and d /= 5 and 
d /= 6 then 

 if Oven1.empty and not Oven1.failed 

  for i:=1 to j loop 

  

 OBABuffer_BC.cont.move(Oven1) 
  next 

 elseif OBABuffer_BC.numMu >= j and not 

Oven1.empty and Oven2.empty and not Oven2.failed 

  for i:=1 to j loop 

  
 OBABuffer_BC.cont.move(Oven2) 

  next  

 end 

end 

 
if ?= SiBCBuffer_BT  

 waituntil Station2.empty prio 1 

 SiBCBuffer_BT.cont.delete; 

 .MUs.CB_BTest.create(Station2);  

end 
 

if ?=CBMMBuffer_BT  

 waituntil Station1.empty prio 1 

 @.move(Station1) 

end 
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if ?= SiCBBuffer_BP 

 waituntil (Plasma.empty and not Plasma.failed)  prio 1  

 @.move(Plasma) 
end 

 

if ?= MMBuffer 

 waituntil (Plasma.empty and not Plasma.failed) prio 1  

 @.move(Plasma) 
end 

 

--block Method for Heater assembly 

if HeaterBuffer.numMU >= 150 

 Heater.exitlocked := true 
elseif HeaterBuffer.numMU <= 50 

 Heater.exitlocked := false 

end 

--block Method for G3 CO2lamp regluing 

if G3Buffer_BCR.numMU >= 300 
 G3Buffer_AC.exitlocked := true 

elseif G3Buffer_BCR.numMU <= 100 

 G3Buffer_AC.exitlocked := false 

end 

 
--block Method for Fan assembly 

if FanBuffer.numMU >= 150 

 Fan.exitlocked := true 

elseif FanBuffer.numMU <= 50 

 Fan.exitlocked := false 
end 

 

 

 
--block Method for Lamp inspection 

if LensLampBuffer.numMU >= 150 

 LensLamp.exitlocked := true 

elseif LensLampBuffer.numMU <= 50 

 LensLamp.exitlocked := false 
end 

 

 

--  -- Unblock Method for Fan assembly  

if G3Buffer_AC.numMU >= 96 
 G3Buffer_BAssFan.exitlocked := true 

elseif G3Buffer_AC.numMU <= 64 

 G3Buffer_BAssFan.exitlocked := false 

end 

 
--  K93 PBAGluing 

if G3Buffer_BAssFan.numMU >= 100 

 G3Buffer_AHT.exitlocked := true 

elseif G3Buffer_BAssFan.numMU <= 50 

 G3Buffer_AHT.exitlocked := false 
end 

 

-- Unblock Method for CO2OptTest 

if G3Buffer_ACT.numMU >= 100 

 G3Buffer_ACF.exitlocked := true 
elseif G3Buffer_ACT.numMU <= 50 

 G3Buffer_ACF.exitlocked := false 

end 

 

 
-- Unblock Method for PlaCO2Flex Plasma 

if G3Buffer_ACF.numMU >= 300 

 G3NoiPCBBuffer.exitlocked := true 

elseif G3Buffer_ACF.numMU <= 150 

 G3NoiPCBBuffer.exitlocked := false 
end 

 

if CO2ColBuffer_BC.numMU >= 300 

 CO2COl.exitlocked := true 

elseif CO2ColBuffer_BC.numMU <= 150 
 CO2COl.exitlocked := false 

end 

 

 

 
if G3NoiPCBBuffer.numMU >= 300 

 G3Buffer_AIns.exitlocked := true 

elseif G3NoiPCBBuffer.numMU <= 150 

 G3Buffer_AIns.exitlocked := false 

end 
 

if G3Buffer_AIns.numMU >= 300 

 G3Buffer_BIns.exitlocked := true 

elseif G3Buffer_AIns.numMU <= 150 

 G3Buffer_BIns.exitlocked := false 
end 

 

if G3Buffer_BIns.numMU >= 300 

 OBABuffer.exitlocked := true 

elseif G3Buffer_BIns.numMU <= 150 
 OBABuffer.exitlocked := false 

end 

 

if K93Buffer_ASC.numMU >= 300 

 K93Buffer_BSC.exitlocked := true 
elseif K93Buffer_ASC.numMU <= 150 

 K93Buffer_BSC.exitlocked := false 

end 

 

if K93Buffer_BSC.numMU >= 300 
 K93Buffer.exitlocked := true 

elseif K93Buffer_BSC.numMU <= 150 

 K93Buffer.exitlocked := false 

end 

 
if SiCBBuffer_BP.numMU >= 192 

 SiBCBuffer_BT.exitlocked := true 

elseif SiCBBuffer_BP.numMU <= 100 

 SiBCBuffer_BT.exitlocked := false 
end 

 

if SiBCBuffer_BT.numMU >= 150 

 SiCBBuffer_AC.exitlocked := true 

elseif SiBCBuffer_BT.numMU <= 100 
 SiCBBuffer_AC.exitlocked := false 

end 

 

if CBBuffer.numMU >= 600 

 CBMMBuffer_BT.exitlocked := true 
elseif CBBuffer.numMU <= 100 

 CBMMBuffer_BT.exitlocked := false 

end 

 

if CBMMBuffer_BT.numMU >= 600 
 CBMMBufferBDep.exitlocked := true 

elseif CBMMBuffer_BT.numMU <= 100 

 CBMMBufferBDep.exitlocked := false 

end 

 
 

if CBMMBufferBDep.numMU >= 200 

 CBP.exitlocked := true 

 MMP.exitlocked := true 

elseif CBMMBufferBDep.numMU <= 100 
 CBP.exitlocked := false 

 MMP.exitlocked := false 

end 

 

if OBABuffer.numMU >= 96 
 OBABuffer_AC.exitlocked := true 

elseif OBABuffer.numMU <= 50 

 OBABuffer_AC.exitlocked := false 

end 

 
 

if K93PBuffer_AC.numMU >= 240 

 K93P.exitlocked := true 

elseif K93PBuffer_AC.numMU <= 192 

 K93P.exitlocked := false 
end 

 

if K93Buffer.numMU >= 150 

 K93PBuffer_AC.exitlocked := true 

elseif K93Buffer.numMU <= 80 
 K93PBuffer_AC.exitlocked := false 

end 
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if OBA_APreAss.numMU >= 80 

 Tube.exitlocked := true 
elseif OBA_APreAss.numMU <= 50 

 Tube.exitlocked := false 

end 

 

 
if SiCBBuffer_AP.numMU >= 200 

 SiCBBuffer_BP.exitlocked := true 

elseif SiCBBuffer_AP.numMU <= 100 

 SiCBBuffer_BP.exitlocked := false 

end 
 

if MMBuffer_AP.numMU >= 200 

 MMBuffer.exitlocked := true 

elseif MMBuffer_AP.numMU <= 100 

 MMBuffer.exitlocked := false 
end 

 

 

-- Unblock Method for SiCBBuffer before curing 

if SiCBBuffer_BC.numMU >= 200 
 CBBuffer.exitlocked := true 

elseif SiCBBuffer_BC.numMU <= 100 

 CBBuffer.exitlocked := false 

end 

 
-- Unblock Method for OBA before curing 

 

if OBABuffer_AC.numMU >= 96 

 OBA_APreAss.exitlocked := true 
elseif OBABuffer_AC.numMU <= 64 

 OBA_APreAss.exitlocked := false 

end 

 

Code of Station 1 Entrance 

(self.OnEntrace): 
 

--set the ProcessTime and scrap attribute for Station3 

var i: integer 
 

-- random seed for scrap and rework 

i:= z_uniform(1,1,1000) 

 

--resistance test for CB panel with scrap rate 0.3% 
if @.origin = .MUs.CBP   

 if i<=3 

  @.scrap := true 

 else 

  @.scrap := false 
 end 

 Station1.procTime := z_normal(1,1:19,7,1:00,2:00) 

  

--Fan preassembly with scrap rate 0%  

elseif  @.origin = .MUs.Fan 
 Station1.procTime := z_normal(1,45,5,35,60) 

  

--Heater preassembly with scrap rate 0%  

elseif  @.origin = .MUs.Heater 

 Station1.procTime := z_normal(1,65,5,55,80) 
 

 

--resistance test for MM panel with scrap rate 0%  

elseif  @.origin = .MUs.MMP 

 Station1.procTime := z_normal(1,1:19,7,1:00,2:00) 
 

--depanel of CB and MM panel without sracp rate 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.CBP_BDepa or  @.origin = 

.MUs.MMP_BDepa 

 Station1.procTime := z_normal(1,30,5,25,50)
  

 

--raw signal test for CB with scrap rate 7% 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.CB_BRSTest 

 if i<=70 
  @.scrap := true 

 else 

  @.scrap := false 

 end 

 Station1.procTime := z_normal(1,27,4,20,50) 
 

--raw signal test for MM with scrap rate 5%  

elseif @.origin = .MUs.MM__BRSTest 

 if i<=50 

  @.scrap := true 
 else 

  @.scrap := false 

 end 

 Station1.procTime := z_normal(1,27,4,20,50) 

 
--lens lamp inspection with scrap rate 33%  

elseif @.origin = .MUs.LensLamp 

 if i<=330 

  @.scrap := true 

 else 
  @.scrap := false 

 end 

 Station1.procTime := z_normal(1,40,4,20,50) 

end 

 

Code of Station 1 Exit (self.OnExit): 
 
var i: integer 

 

-- after resistance test create a CB panel mu for depaneling 

if @.origin = .MUs.CBP 

 if @.scrap = true 
  station1.cont.delete 

 else 

  Station1.cont.delete 

 
 .MUs.CBP_BDepa.create(CBMMBufferBDep) 

 end 

 

 

--After Fan preassembly move mu to fan buffer  
elseif  @.origin = .MUs.Fan 

 @.move(FanBuffer) 

  

--After Heater preassembly move mu to heater buffer 

elseif  @.origin = .MUs.Heater 
 @.move(HeaterBuffer) 

 

 

  

-- after resistance test create a MM panel mu for depaneling 
elseif @.origin = .MUs.MMP 

  Station1.cont.delete 

 .MUs.MMP_BDepa.create(CBMMBufferBDep) 

 

-- after depaneling process time and create 3 CB mus for raw 
signal test  

elseif  @.origin = .MUs.CBP_BDepa  

  Station1.cont.delete  

 for i:=1 to 3 

 
 .MUs.CB_BRSTest.create(CBMMBuffer_BT) 

 next 

 

-- after depaneling process time and create 3 MM mus for raw 

signal test  
elseif  @.origin =  .MUs.MMP_BDepa  

  Station1.cont.delete  

 for i:=1 to 3 

 

 .MUs.MM__BRSTest.create(CBMMBuffer_BT) 
 next 

 

-- after raw signal test create CB mu for next step  

elseif  @.origin = .MUs.CB_BRSTest 

 if @.scrap = true 
  station1.cont.delete 

 else 

  Station1.cont.delete 

  .MUs.CB.create(CBBuffer) 
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 end  

 

 
-- after raw signal test create MM mu for next step 

elseif  @.origin =  .MUs.MM__BRSTest 

 if @.scrap = true 

  station1.cont.delete 

 else 
  Station1.cont.delete 

  .MUs.MM.create(MMBuffer) 

 end 

  

-- after raw signal test create MM mu for next step 
elseif  @.origin =  .MUs.LensLamp 

 if @.scrap = true 

  station1.cont.delete 

 else 

  @.move(LensLampBuffer) 
 end  

end 

 

Code of Station 2 Entrance 

(self.OnEntrance): 
 

--set the ProcessTime and scrap attribute for Station2 

var i: integer 

 
-- random seed for scrap and rework 

i:= z_uniform(1,1,1000) 

 

-- K93 panel Regluing processTime 3:12 , batch size 1 with scrap 
rate 0.1% 

if @.origin = .MUs.K93P 

 if i<=1 

  @.scrap := true 

 else 
  @.scrap := false 

 end 

 Station2.ydim:=1 

 Station2.xdim:=1 

 Station2.procTime := z_normal(1,3:12,8,2:50,4:00) 
 

-- Gluing Silicon filter with CB processTime 1:29.5 , batch size 1 

without scrap and rework  

elseif  @.origin = .MUs.CB 

 waituntil Station2.empty; 
 SiFilter.cont.delete 

 Station2.ydim:=1 

 Station2.xdim:=1  

 Station2.procTime := z_normal(1,1:29.5,7,1:00,2:30) 

 
--visual inspection of CB, processTime 12, batch size 1 without 

scrap and rework rate (integrated in sealing test) 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.CB_BIns 

 Station2.ydim:=1 

 Station2.xdim:=1 
 Station2.procTime := z_normal(1,12,1,8,16) 

 

--sealing test for CB, processTime 6, batch size 1 with scrap rate 

0.1% and rework rate 2% 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.CB_BTest 
 if i<=1 

  @.scrap := true 

 else 

  @.scrap := false 

  if i>=980 
   @.rework := true 

  else 

   @.rework := false 

  end 

 end 
 Station2.ydim:=1 

 Station2.xdim:=1 

 Station2.procTime := z_normal(1,6,1,5,9)  

 

-- CO2 collector reGluing processTime 4:30 , batch size 8 with 
scrap rate 0.1% and rework rate 2% 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.CO2Col 

 if i<=1 

  @.scrap := true 

 else 
  @.scrap := false 

  if i>=980 

   @.rework := true 

  else 

   @.rework := false 
  end 

 end 

 Station2.ydim:=1; 

 Station2.xdim:=8; 

 Station2.procTime := z_normal(1,4:30,8,4:05,5:10) 
end 

 

Code of Station 2 Exit (self.OnExit): 
 

--after reglue move K93P to station 4 buffer 

if @.origin = .MUs.K93P 

 @.move(K93PBuffer_BC) 
  

-- move CB with glued silicon filter to buffer before curing 

elseif  @.origin = .MUs.CB 

 @.move(SiCBBuffer_BC) 

 
--after inspection move CB to sealing test buffer 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.CB_BIns 

 @.move(SiBCBuffer_BT) 

 

--after sealing test, send rework part and scrap 
elseif @.origin = .MUs.CB_BTest 

 if @.scrap = true 

  station2.cont.delete 

 elseif @.scrap = false 
  if @.rework = true 

   Station2.cont.delete 

   .MUs.CB.create(CBBuffer) 

  elseif @.rework = false 

   Station2.cont.delete 
  

 .MUs.CB.create(SiCBBuffer_BP)  

  end 

 end 

 
--move CO2 collector to UV curing 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.CO2Col 

 @.move(CO2ColUVCuring) 

end 

 

Code of Station 3 Entrance 

(self.OnEntrance): 
 
--set the ProcessTime and scrap attribute for Station3 

var i: integer 
 

-- random seed for scrap and rework 

i:= z_uniform(1,1,1000) 

 

-- assembly OBA with CB,MM processTime 1:12 , batch size 1 
without scrap rate rework 

if @.origin = .MUs.Tube 

 Station3.procTime := z_normal(1,1:12,4,1:00,1:30) 

 SiCBBuffer_AP.cont.delete 

 MMBuffer_AP.cont.delete 
  

-- Gluing Silicon filter with CB processTime 0:04.88, batch size 1 

without scrap rate rework 

elseif  @.origin = .MUs.Tube_APreAss 

 Station3.procTime := z_normal(1,0:04.88,0.5,4,10) 
 

-- visual inspection for curing processTime 0:08, batch size 1 with 

scrap rate 0.1% and rework rate 2%  

elseif @.origin = .MUs.OBA 

 if i<=1 
  @.scrap := true 

 else 

  @.scrap := false 
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  if i>=980 

   @.rework := true 

  else 
   @.rework := false 

  end 

 end 

 Station3.procTime := z_normal(1,8,1,5,14) 

end 
 

Code of Station 3 Exit (self.OnExit): 
 
--after assembly of CB,MM with tube, move it to next buffer 

if @.origin = .MUs.Tube then 

  Station3.cont.delete 

 .MUs.Tube_APreAss.create(OBA_APreAss)

  
 

--after gluing, move it to buffer before curing 

elseif  @.origin = .MUs.Tube_APreAss then 

 Station3.cont.delete 

 .MUs.OBA.create(OBABuffer_BC) 
 

--after inspection, send it to staion 4 or scrap or rework 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.OBA then 

 if @.scrap = true 

  station3.cont.delete 
 elseif @.scrap = false 

  if @.rework = true 

   station3.cont.delete 

  

 .MUs.Tube_APreAss.create(OBA_APreAss) 
  elseif @.rework = false 

   @.move(OBABuffer) 

  end 

 end  
end 

 

Code of Station 4 Entrance 

(self.OnEntrance): 
 

--set the ProcessTime and scrap attribute for Station4 

var i: integer 

 

-- random seed for scrap and rework 
i:= z_uniform(1,1,1000) 

 

--depanel of K93 processTime 36, batch size 1 without scrap and 

rework rate 

if  @.origin = .MUs.K93P 
 Station3.procTime := z_normal(1,36,2,30,45) 

  

-- desoldering of pads processTime 36, batch size 1 without scrap 

and rework rate 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.K93 
 Station4.procTime := z_normal(1,1:00,3,50,1:12) 

   

--Soldering CO2 collector with K93 processTime 2:54 batch size 1 

without scrap and rework rate 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.K93_ADeSolPads 
 Station4.procTime := z_normal(1,2:54,5,2:30,3:40) 

 CO2ColBuffer_AC.cont.delete 

 

   

--OBA, K93 ,lamp assembly processTime 2:48 batch size 1 
without scrap rate and rework rate 

elseif  @.origin = .MUs.K93_BG3 

 Station4.procTime := z_normal(1,3:18,5, 2:54, 3:50) 

 OBABuffer.cont.delete 

 LensLampBuffer.cont.delete 
 

-- G3 Inspection processTime 12 batch size 1 with scrap rate 0.1% 

and rework rate 1% 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.G3_BIns 

 Station4.procTime := z_normal(1,0:12,1,9,16)
  

 if i<=1 

  @.scrap := true 

 else 

  @.scrap := false 

  if i>=990 
   @.rework := true 

  else 

   @.rework := false 

  end 

 end 
  

--G3 Noise gasket and PCB Assembly processTime 30 batch size 1 

without scrap rate and rework rate 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.G3_BNoiPCBAss 

 Station4.procTime := z_normal(1,30,1,25,35)
  

 

end 

 

Code of Station 4 Exit (self.OnExit): 
 

var i: integer 
 

--delete K93P and create 2 K93 

if  @.origin =.MUs.K93P 

 Station4.cont.delete 

 for i:=1 to 2 
  .MUs.K93.create(K93Buffer) 

 next 

 

--after desoldering of pads, create a new MU for soldering of CO2 

collector 
elseif @.origin = .MUs.K93 

 Station4.cont.delete 

 .MUs.K93_ADeSolPads.create(K93Buffer_BSC) 

  
 

--after soldering of CO2 collecter, create a new MU for soldering 

of lamp, MM, CB, and tube 

elseif  @.origin = .MUs.K93_ADeSolPads 

 Station4.cont.delete 
 .MUs.K93_BG3.create(K93Buffer_ASC) 

 

--after assembly of tube,CB,MM, create a new mu for inspection

    

elseif @.origin = .MUs.K93_BG3 
 Station4.cont.delete 

 .MUs.G3_BIns.create(G3Buffer_BIns) 

 

--after inspection send part to rework, scrap or next step 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.G3_BIns 
 if @.scrap = true 

  station4.cont.delete 

 elseif @.scrap = false 

  if @.rework = true 

  
 .MUs.K93_ADeSolPads.create(K93Buffer_BSC) 

   .MUs.OBA.create(OBABuffer) 

   station4.cont.delete 

  elseif @.rework = false 

   Station4.cont.delete 
  

 .MUs.G3_BNoiPCBAss.create(G3Buffer_AIns) 

  end 

 end 

 
--after noise gasket and PBA assembly, create a new MU for next 

station 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.G3_BNoiPCBAss 

 Station4.cont.delete 

 .MUs.G3.create(G3NoiPCBBuffer) 
end 

 

Code of Station 5 Entrance 

(self.OnEntrance): 
 

--set the ProcessTime and scrap attribute for Station5 

var i: integer 
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-- random seed for scrap and rework 

i:= z_uniform(1,1,1000) 

 
-- Helium Test processTime 1:00:00 , batch size 12 with scrap rate 

1% and rework rate 1% 

if @.origin = .MUs.G3 

 waituntil HeliumTest.empty 

  
--  K93 PBAGluing, processTime 1:00 batch size 1 without scrap 

and rework 

elseif  @.origin = .MUs.G3_AHT 

 

 Station5.procTime := z_normal(1,1:00,3,50,1:10) 
  

-- Fan Assembly, processTime 0:24 batch size 1 without scrap and 

rework  

elseif  @.origin = .MUs.G3_BAssFan 

 Station5.procTime := z_normal(1,0:24,1,20,30) 
 FanBuffer.cont.delete 

--glue CO2 lamp processtime 12 batch size 1 without scrap and 

rework 

elseif  @.origin = .MUs.G3_BC 

 waituntil station5.empty 
 Station5.procTime := z_normal(1,0:12,1,10,15)

  

end 

 

Code of Station 5 Exit (self.OnExit): 
 

var i: integer 
 

--after helium test, send part to scrap, rework, or next step 

if @.origin = .MUs.G3 

 if @.scrap = true 
  HeliumTest.cont.delete 

 elseif @.scrap = false 

  if @.rework = true 

   @.move(G3Buffer_ACT) 

  elseif @.rework = false 
    HeliumTest.cont.delete 

  

 .MUs.G3_AHT.create(G3Buffer_AHT) 

  end 

 end   
-- After gluing of K93 PBA, send it to station 5 for fan assembly 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.G3_AHT 

 Station5.cont.delete 

 .MUs.G3_BAssFan.create(G3Buffer_BAssFan) 

  
-- After Fan Assembly, send it to curing  

elseif @.origin = .MUs.G3_BAssFan 

 Station5.cont.delete 

 .MUs.G3_BC.create(G3Buffer_BC) 

 
--After CO2 Lamp Gluing, sent it to room temperature curing 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.G3_BC 

 Station5.cont.delete 

 .MUs.G3_BCR.create(G3Buffer_BCR)  

   
end 

 

Code of Station 6 Entrance 

(self.OnEntrance): 
 

--set the processTime of the Plasma 

 

if @.origin = .MUs.G3 then 

 --CO2OptTest 
 Station6.procTime := z_normal(1,65,2,50,85) 

 --Final assembly 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.G3_BCR then 

 Station6.procTime := 6:00 

 HeaterBuffer.cont.delete 
end 

 

Code of Station 6 Exit (self.OnExit): 
 

if  @.origin = .MUs.G3 then 

 @.move(G3Buffer_ACT);   

elseif @.origin = .MUs.G3_BCR then 
 Station6.cont.delete; 

 .MUs.G3Sensor.create(Final_Storage); 

 

end 

 

Code of Ovens Entrance 

(Oven_Entrance): 
 
 --set the capacity of the Ovens 

if ?= Oven1 

 if @.origin = .MUs.CB then 
  Oven1.ydim:=2; 

  Oven1.xdim:=32; 

  Oven1.procTime := 2:00:00 

 elseif @.origin = .MUs.OBA then 

  Oven1.ydim:=1; 
  Oven1.xdim:=32; 

  Oven1.procTime := 1:00:00 

  

 elseif  @.origin = .MUs.CO2Col then 

  Oven1.ydim:=3; 
  Oven1.xdim:=32;  

  Oven1.procTime := 1:00:00 

 elseif  @.origin = .MUs.G3_BC then 

  Oven1.ydim:=1; 

  Oven1.xdim:=32;  
  Oven1.procTime := 1:00:00  

 end 

end; 

 
 --set the capacity of the Ovens 

if ?= Oven2 

 if @.origin = .MUs.CB then 

  Oven2.ydim:=2; 

  Oven2.xdim:=32; 
  Oven2.procTime := 2:00:00 

  

 elseif @.origin = .MUs.OBA then 

  Oven2.ydim:=1; 

  Oven2.xdim:=32; 
  Oven1.procTime := 1:00:00 

  

 elseif  @.origin = .MUs.CO2Col then 

  Oven2.ydim:=3; 

  Oven2.xdim:=32;  
  Oven2.procTime := 1:00:00 

 elseif  @.origin = .MUs.G3_BC then 

  Oven2.ydim:=1; 

  Oven2.xdim:=32;  

  Oven2.procTime := 1:00:00  
 end 

end; 

 

Code of Ovens Exit (Oven_Exit): 
 
-- after curing move CB to inspection 

if @.origin = .MUs.CB 

 @.move(SiCBBuffer_AC) 
 

--after curing move CO2 collector to rework, scrap or station 4 

elseif  @.origin = .MUs.CO2Col 

 if @.scrap = true 

  ?.cont.delete 
 elseif @.scrap = false 

  if @.rework = true 

   @.move(CO2ColBuffer) 

  elseif @.rework = false 

   @.move(CO2ColBuffer_AC) 
  end 

 end 

  

elseif @.origin = .MUs.OBA 

 @.move(OBABuffer_AC) 
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elseif  @.origin = .MUs.G3_BC 

 @.move(G3Buffer_AC)   
end 

 

 

 

Model Settings and Code for Manual Assembly Production Line 

Code of Generator (self.OnInterval): 
 

var i: integer 

 
if not CBPanel.full 

 .MUs.CB_Panel.create(CBPanel) 

end 

 

if not MMPanel.Full 
 .MUs.MM_Panel.create(MMPanel) 

end 

 

if not K93_Panel.Full 

 .MUs.K93_Panel.create(K93_Panel) 
end 

 

if not SiFilter.full 

 .MUs.SIFilter.create(SiFilter) 

end 
 

if not Tube.full 

 .MUs.Tube.create(Tube) 

end 

 
if not Raw_CO2Lamp.full 

 .MUs.CO2Lamp.create(Raw_CO2Lamp) 

end 

 
if not CO2Collector.full 

 .MUs.CO2Collector.create(CO2COllector) 

end 

 

if not NoiseGasket.full 
 .MUs.NoiseGasket.create(NoiseGasket) 

end 

 

if not Raw_Fan.full 

 .MUs.Fan.create(Raw_Fan) 
end 

 

if not Raw_Heater.full 

 .MUs.Heater.create(Raw_Heater) 

end 
 

if not Spider.full 

 .MUs.Spider.create(Spider) 

end 

 
if not ApplicationCard.full 

 .MUs.ApplicationCard.create(ApplicationCard) 

end 

 

var j,K,d: integer; 
 

K := round(str_to_num(time_to_str(eventController.simtime))) 

d := k mod 7 

 

-- Batch for CB Si Filter Curing. 
j:=64 

if CBSi_BC.numMU >= j and d /= 5 and d /= 6 and 

(Curing_CBSi.empty or Curing_CBSi.nummu = 64) and not 

Curing_CBSi.failed 

 for i:=1 to j loop 
  CBSi_BC.cont.move(Curing_CBSi) 

 next 

end 

 

-- Batch for OBA Curing. 
j:=32 

if OBA_BC.numMU >= j and d /= 5 and d /= 6 and 

(Curing_OBA.empty or Curing_OBA.nummu = 32) and not 
Curing_OBA.failed 

 for i:=1 to j loop 

  OBA_BC.cont.move(Curing_OBA) 

 next 

end 
 

-- Batch for G4 Curing 

j:=32 

if K93_BC.numMU >= j and d /= 5 and d /= 6 and 

(Curing_K93.empty or Curing_K93.nummu = 32) and not 
Curing_K93.failed 

 for i:=1 to j loop 

  K93_BC.cont.move(Curing_K93) 

 next 

end 
 

-- Batch for G4 RoomTimpreture Curing 

j:=96 

if K93_BRC.numMU >= j and RTCuring_K93.numMU <= 894 

and d /= 5 and d /= 6  
 for i:=1 to j loop 

  K93_BRC.cont.move(RTCuring_K93) 

 next 

end 
 

-- Batch for G4 Calibration 

j:=192 

if CalibrationBuffer.numMU >= j and StressRelief.numMU <= 

384 and d /= 5 and d /= 6 and not StressRelief.failed 
 for i:=1 to j loop 

  CalibrationBuffer.cont.move(StressRelief) 

 next 

end 

 
if d /= 5 and d /= 6  

 StressRelief.exitlocked := false 

 BurnIn.exitlocked := false 

 Calibration.exitlocked := false 

else 
 StressRelief.exitlocked := true 

 BurnIn.exitlocked := true 

 Calibration.exitlocked := true 

end 

 

Code of Depanel Entrance 

(self.OnEntrance): 
 

if @.origin = .MUs.K93_Panel 
 ?.proctime := z_normal(1,18,1,17,20) 

else 

 ?.proctime := Z_normal(1,15,1,14,17) 

end 

 

Code of Depanel Exit (self.OnExit): 
 
var i:integer 

 

if @.origin = .MUs.K93_Panel 

 waituntil K93.nummu <= 6 

 ?.cont.delete 
 for i:=1 to 3 loop 

  .MUs.K93.Create(K93) 

 next 

 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.CB_Panel 
 waituntil CB.nummu <=9 
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 ?.cont.delete 

 for i:=1 to 3 loop 

  .MUs.CB.create(CB) 
 next 

  

elseif @.origin = .MUs.MM_Panel 

 waituntil MM.nummu <=9 

 ?.cont.delete 
 for i:=1 to 3 loop 

  .MUs.MM.create(MM) 

 next 

end 

 

Code of SnapLabelIns Exit (self.OnExit): 
 
var i:integer 

 

i:= z_uniform(1,1,1000) 

 

if i<=10 
 @.delete 

else 

 waituntil Glue.empty and OBA_BC.numMU <32 

  @.move(Glue) 

end 
 

Code of Tube Exit (self.OnExit): 
 

waituntil not Buffer_PlasmaMM.empty and not 

Buffer_PlasmaCB.empty 

?.cont.move(SnapLabelIns) 
Buffer_PlasmaMM.cont.delete 

Buffer_PlasmaCB.cont.delete 

 

Code of Glue Entrance 

(self.OnEntrance): 
 

if @.origin = .MUs.K93 

 Glue.procTime := z_normal(1,5,0.1,4.5,5.5) 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.G4_AGK93 
 Glue.procTime := z_normal(1,12,0.3,11,13) 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.Tube 

 Glue.ProcTime := z_normal(1,6.75,0.2,6,8) 

end 

 

Code of Glue Exit (self.OnExit): 
 
if @.origin = .MUs.K93 

 waituntil Assemble_Fan.empty and not Fan.empty 

 Fan.cont.delete 

 @.move(Assemble_Fan) 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.G4_AGK93 
 ?.cont.delete 

 .MUs.G4_AGLamp.create(K93_BRC) 

elseif @.origin = .MUs.Tube 

 @.move(OBA_BC) 

end 
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